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John Garside 1936-2021

John Chadwick Garside was a Yorkshireman, but lived most of his life in the south of England.  He was an estate agent by profession, 
and later worked for the Leeds Building Society on debt recovery, including dealing with VIP clients – a job in which his undoubted 
people skills must have been invaluable.

For several years he organised the Windsor Toy Fair for the Maidenhead Static Model Club.  His enthusiasm and hard work promoting 
the show to stallholders helped it to survive through some difficult years, and he only gave up the role when he turned 80.

John’s toy collection has a French theme, with a large number of CIJ and JRD models, including many of the plaster and flour composition 
toys from the 1930s.  In later years he became interested in many of the smaller manufacturers, and amassed a large number of 
models by Timpo, Robin Hood, River Series, etc.  Dibro tinplate toys, Keymen football figures, Crescent shops, Teeny Toy clockwork 
models, Milton toys from India, Gamda from Israel, and many others caught his attention and joined the collection. 

I miss John’s cheery phone calls in which he would tell me about his latest acquisitions, but now it is time to recycle his eclectic 
collection through this auction sale, so that they continue to give pleasure to toy collectors.

Robert Newson, June 2022

Lot 449

Order of Auction:

British Diecast                                    Lot 1 to Lot 108

French Diecast & Models                Lot 109 to Lot 314

Continental Diecast                         Lot 315 to Lot 346

Indian Diecast                                   Lot 347 to Lot 433

Israeli Diecast                                   Lot 434 to Lot 465

Tinplate Toys                                     Lot 466 to Lot 529
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British Diecast 
Lot 1 to Lot 108 

1. A Timpo Toys ‘Ever Ready’ 
Normal Control Box Van, dark blue body, 
white roof, ‘Ever Ready’ transfers and 
labels, aluminium baseplate with friction 
motor, bare metal hubs, VG
 £60-80
 

2. A Timpo Toys ‘Meltonian Shoe 
Cream’ Normal Control Box Van, green 
body, ‘Meltonian Shoe Cream’ transfers, 
aluminium baseplate with friction motor, 
bare metal hubs, F, motor at fault
 £50-70
 

3. A Timpo Toys ‘Ever Ready’ 
Normal Control Box Van, dark blue body, 
white roof, ‘Ever Ready’ transfers and 
labels, no baseplate, bare metal hubs, G
 £40-60
 

4. A Timpo Toys ‘HMV’ Utility Van, 
grey body, ‘Radio Television Records’ and 
‘His Masters Voice’ transfers, aluminium 
baseplate with friction motor, bare metal 
hubs, VG-E
 £80-120
 

5. A Timpo Toys ‘HMV’ Utility Van, 
green body, ‘Radio Television Records’ 
and ‘His Masters Voice’ transfers, 
aluminium baseplate with friction motor, 
bare metal hubs, VG-E
 £80-120
 

6. Timpo Toys ‘Tyresoles Service’ 
Utility Van, early casting, 102mm, black 
body, ‘Tyresoles Service’ transfers, 
bare metal hubs, with two other early 
examples, one plain black, one plain 
blue, F, Tyresole with one broken axle 
stanchion (3) 
 £50-70
 

7. Timpo Toys Friction Drive Utility 
Vans, four examples, orange, grey, light 
blue/grey, light blue/dark grey, F-G, grey 
motor at fault (4)
 £60-80
 

8. A Timpo Toys Articulated Box 
Van, grey cab, red trailer with ‘Timpo 
Toys’ transfers to sides, bare metal hubs, 
in original box, G, box F
 £60-80
 

9. A Timpo Toys ‘Pickfords’ 
Articulated Box Van, black cab and trailer, 
grey roof, ‘Pickfords’ transfers, red hubs, 
in original box, F-G, box P-F
 £40-60
 

10. Timpo Toys Articulated Box 
Vans, four examples, Bishops Move, 
Wall’s Ice Cream, Lyons Tea, United 
Dairies, with spare ‘Pickfords’ trailer, P-G, 
Lyons Tea with fatigue hole and repaired 
axle stanchion (5)
 £100-150
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11. A Timpo Toys ‘Smith’s Crisps’ 
Forward Control Luton Van, dark blue 
body, ‘World Famous Smith’s Potato 
Crisps’ transfers, bare metal hubs, G
 £40-60
 

12. A Timpo Toys AEC Monarch 
Brewery Lorry, red body, flatbed and 
hubs, ‘VAUX’ cast on headboard behind 
cab, ‘SUNDERLAND’ cast to cab sides, 
removable plastic barrel load, F-G
 £40-60
 

13. A Timpo Toys London Taxi, dark 
blue lower body, black upper and roof, 
silver trim, bare metal hubs, in original 
box, E, box F-G
 £80-120
 

14. Timpo Toys Emergency Service 
Vehicles, Alvis Fourteen Police Car, black 
body, loudspeakers to roof, Streamlined 
Fire Engine, two examples, one with 
aluminium base and friction motor, one 
with no base, both with one aluminium 
ladder, F-G (3)
 £50-70

 

15. Timpo Toys Articulated Petrol 
Tankers, two examples, grey cab, green 
tanker, grey cab, red tanker, both with 
bare metal hubs, in original boxes, G, 
boxes P-F (2)
 £60-80
 

16. Timpo Toys Commercial 
Vehicles, Articulated Tanker, grey cab, 
blue tanker, Articulated Low Loader, 
black cab, red trailer, Pick-Up Truck with 
barrels, green, Forward Control Tipper 
Lorry, cream cab, blue tipper, Post-War 
Pick-Up, orange body, red chassis, P-F (5)
 £40-60
 

17. Timpo Toys Morris Type Saloon, 
four examples, green, red, brown and 
grey, all bare metal hubs, P-F (4)
 £40-60
 

18. Timpo Toys Packard Saloon, 
five examples, black, light blue, light 
grey, grey, all with aluminium bases, 
friction motors and bare metal hubs, fifth 
example in green with no baseplate, P-G, 
three motors at fault (5)
 £60-80

19. Timpo Toys Alvis Fourteen 
Saloon, five examples, green, brown (2), 
light grey, dark grey, all with bare metal 
hubs, P-G (5)
 £50-70
 

20. Timpo Toys Racing Cars, MG 
Record Car (4), red, green, brown and 
bronze examples, American Star Racer 
(2), green and blue examples, Speed Of 
The Wind Record Car (2), green and blue 
examples, P-F (8)
 £50-70
 

21. Timpo Toys Racing Set, 
comprising MG Record Car, brown, Speed 
of the Wind, green, three Petrol Pumps, 
two Mechanics, strung on original card in 
original box, VG-E, box F
 £100-150
 

22. Timpo Toys Petrol Station Set 
No.1, comprising Open Tourer, blue, MG 
Record Car, red, three Petrol Pumps, two 
Mechanics, strung on original card in 
original box, VG-E, one pump retouched 
and missing label, box F, lid split in two 
places
 £100-150
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23. Timpo Toys Petrol Station Set 
No.3, comprising Star Racer, red, Speed 
of the Wind, blue, Open Tourer, green, 
Saloon, black, three Petrol Pumps, 
two dispensers, Chauffeur and two 
Mechanics, in original box, VG-E, box F-G, 
base strengthened internally with stapled 
card pieces
 £150-200
 

24. 1950s Timpo Garage, hardboard 
and wood construction, white building 
with red roof and grey forecourt, ‘Castrol’, 
‘Timpo’ and ‘Non-Freeze’ advertising 
labels, approx 280mm x 280mm, 
triangular ‘Timpo Toys’ label to base, 
G-VG
 £100-200
 

25. Timpo Toy Cars, Lincoln 
Convertible (2), brown, black, 
Streamlined Saloon and a Timpo ‘Made 
In Germany’ friction drive ‘Das Wunder 
Auto’ The Wonder Car, maroon, F, 
Streamlined Saloon repainted in dark red 
with black chassis, Wonder Car front axle 
loose from base (4)
 £50-70
 

26. A River Series Forward Control 
Excavator, red body, bare metal wheels, 
blue excavator, in original box, VG-E, box 
F
 £50-70

27. A River Series Forward Control 
Crane, red body, bare metal wheels, blue 
crane, in original box, G-VG, box F
 £40-60
 

28. River Series Forward Control 
Car Carriers, four examples, red/yellow, 
green/red, blue/yellow with motor, 
green/yellow with motor and red wheels, 
both with River Series keys, one original 
box, P-G, blue/yellow motor loose, one 
key fatigue damaged/repaired, box F (6)
 £60-80
 

29. A River Series ‘Make Your 
Own Mechanical Toys’ Gift Set No.1, 
comprising Forward Control body, Esso 
tank, car carrier, two cars, farm car back, 
clockwork motor, front wheels, River 
Series key, all strung on original card in 
original box, VG-E, box F
 £100-150

 

30. River Series Military Models, 
Army Covered Wagon (3), Army Open 
Wagon, all first casting, brownish green 
colour, Covered Wagons with bare metal 
wheels, Open Wagon, black plastic 
wheels, F-VG (4)
 £40-60
 

31. River Series Forward Control 
Gully Emptiers, two examples, light blue 
body, white tank, red arm, rubber nozzle, 
red wheels, clockwork motor, red body, 
white tank, red arm, no nozzle, bare 
metal wheels, F-G (2)
 £40-60
 

32. River Series Forward Control 
Tower Wagons, three examples, green, 
red and blue, all with bare metal wheels, 
blue example with clockwork motor, F-G 
(3)
 £50-70
 

33. River Series Military Models, 
Armoured Car, in original box, with 
loose Limber and Field Gun, loose Army 
Ambulance, Army Covered Wagon (2), 
all later casting, Army Covered Wagon, 
early casting, Field Guns (2), red, F-VG, 
one Wagon with added German military 
insignia, box F, marked ‘Tank’ in pencil to 
end flap (9) 
 £60-80
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34. River Series Forward Control 
Cable Layers, two examples, bright green 
body, bare metal wheels, in original box, 
red body, bare metal wheels, F-VG, green 
example lacks drum handle, box F (2)
 £50-70
 

35. River Series Articulated Flat 
Lorry, two examples, both dark green 
cabs, red flatbeds, black plastic wheels, 
G-E (2)
 £40-60
 

36. River Series Forward Control 
Lorries, Fork Lift Truck, red body, River 
Transport Lorry, green body, yellow back, 
Tipper Lorry, red body, with clockwork 
motor, Tanker, green body, white tank, 
all with bare metal wheels, F-G, tank 
repainted/restored (4)
 £50-70
 

37. River Series Forward Control 
Lorries, Tip Cart, blue body, red back and 
wheels, clockwork motor, in original box, 
loose River Transport Lorry (2), green 
body, red back and wheels, clockwork 
motor, green body, yellow back, bare 
metal wheels, Tanker, green body, cream 
tank, ‘Esso’ label, bare metal wheels, F-G, 
Tip Cart lacks flap, one Transport Lorry 
with broken corner, box F (4)
 £50-70

 

38. A River Series Engines Through 
The Ages Old Copperknob, red body, 
gold boiler, black trim, bare metal wheels, 
in original box, G, bell above boiler 
damaged, with another similar damaged 
example and some spare wheels (3)
 £50-70
 

39. River Series Garage Car Jack, 
two examples, both blue with red levers, 
strung on original cardbacks, VG-E, 
cardbacks F-G (2)
 £30-50
 

40. River Series Non-Motorised 
Cars, Daimler Conquest (2), one chrome 
plated, one mauve, Standard Vanguard 
2-Door Estate (2), one chrome plated, 
one beige, F-G (4)
 £60-80
 

41. River Series Non-Motorised 
Cars, Standard Vanguard Saloon, orange, 
Daimler Conquest (2), one chrome plated, 
one dark green, Standard Vanguard 
2-Door Estate, beige, F-G (4)
 £60-80
 

42. River Series Motorised Cars, 
Standard Vanguard Saloon, red, in original 
box, Austin A40 Somerset (2), one beige, 
one blue,  American Buick, cream, F-VG, 
only blue A40 with working motor, box F 
(4)
 £100-150
 

43. River Series Motorised Cars, 
Ford Prefect, green, Standard Vanguard 
2-Door Estate, red, Austin A40 Somerset, 
metallic blue, Standard Vanguard Saloon, 
gold, F-VG (4)
 £80-120
 

44. Lincoln Toys (River Series) 
Motorised Cars, Ford Prefect, dark green, 
Austin A40, red, American Buick Cream, 
F-G, Prefect with detailing including 
painted hubs, Buick restored, baseplate 
loose, lacks flywheel (3)
 £60-80
 

45. Budgie Toys No.230 Timber 
Transporter, orange ‘BRS’ cab, black 
hubs, yellow trailer, five logs, No.232 Low 
Loader with Cable Drums, red cab, orange 
trailer, silver plastic hubs, three drums, 
in original boxes, VG-E, boxes P-F, some 
repairs (2)
 £60-80
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46. Budgie Toys No.244 Breakdown 
Truck, mid-blue body, yellow hubs, 
No.246 Police Patrol Car (2), one black, 
one later issue in light blue/white, in 
original boxes, E, black police car with 
aerial loose in box, boxes F, some tab and 
flap damage (3)
 £60-80
 

47. Budgie Toys No.238/702 
Scammell Scarab, five examples, Rail 
Freight livery, GWR, LMS, Royal Navy (2), 
in original boxes, VG-E, boxes F-VG (5)
 £60-80
 

48. Budgie Toys & Seerol 
Routemaster Buses, in varying liveries 
including Watford FA Cup Final 84 (4), 
DHL, ‘London Transport’ (3), gold, red and 
green, ‘Budgie Transport’, silver, ‘Shop 
Linker’ and others, in original boxes, VG-
E, boxes P-VG (15) 
 £60-80
 

49. Budgie Toys No.224/224-2 
Railway Engine, four examples, earlier 
red version, three later versions in red, 
black and metallic brown, in original 
boxes, E, boxes VG (4)
 £30-50

 

50. Budgie Toys No.304 Bedford TK 
Plateglass Transporter, white cab, green 
back, silver plastic hubs, five plastic ‘glass’ 
sheets, No.274 Refuse Truck, blue cab, 
silver back, silver plastic hubs, in original 
boxes, VG, some corrosion marks, boxes 
P-F (2)
 £50-70
 

51. Budgie Toys No.252 British 
Railways Container Transporter, crimson 
and cream, bare metal hubs, No.276 
Bedford LWB Tipper, red cab and chassis, 
yellow tipper, ‘Ham River Grit’ decals, 
bare metal hubs, in original boxes, VG, 
boxes P-F (2)
 £50-70
 

52. Late Issue Budgie Toys & 
Seerol, 100 Hansom Cab (2), Rolls-Royce 
Silver Cloud (5), London Taxi Cab (2), 
Volkswagen Pick-Up Truck (3), in original 
boxes, VG-E, boxes F-VG (12)
 £80-120
 

53. Robin Hood TP Series Furniture 
Van, two examples, metallic green cab, 
red cab, both grey bodies with ‘Quick 
Removals’ decals, in original boxes, VG-E, 
boxes P-F (2)
 £80-120

 

54. Robin Hood TP Series Petrol 
Waggon, two examples, red cab, metallic 
turquoise tank, ‘Pool’ decals, red cab, 
dark blue tank, in original boxes, G-E, 
boxes P-F, one box repaired and missing 
all flaps at one end (2)
 £60-80
 

55. Robin Hood TP Series Trucks, 
Tipper Truck, dark red cab, pale green 
tipper, ‘Haulage Contractor’ decals, 
Flat Lorry, red cab, light blue flatbed, in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes P (2)
 £60-80
 

56. Robin Hood TP Series 
Commercial Vehicles, Furniture Van (2), 
Petrol Waggon, Tipper Truck (2), Flat 
Lorry (3), P-VG (8)
 £80-120
 

57. A Robin Hood TP Series Sports 
Coupe, blue body, silver flash and trim, 
in original box, VG-E, box G, some water 
marks
 £40-60
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58. Robin Hood TP Series Sports 
Coupe, five examples, pale green, light 
blue, red (3), one red example with open 
wheel arches and clockwork motor, F-VG 
(5)
 £60-80
 

59. Robin Hood TP Series Midget 
Sports Car, five examples, green, light 
blue, mid-blue (2) and one fully stripped, 
stripped example a differing casting with 
spare wheel to rear, with three original 
boxes, painted examples F-VG, boxes P-F 
(5)
 £60-80
 

60. Robin Hood TP Series Saloon 
Car, five examples, pale green (3), dark 
green, light blue, with one original box, 
G-VG, blue example with discolouration 
or retouching over corroded areas, box P 
(5)
 £50-70
 

61. Robin Hood TP Series Saloon 
Car, three examples, all with clockwork 
motors, dark red, green (2), F-VG, one 
green example lacks front axle (3)
 £40-60
 

62. Robin Hood TP Series Razor 
Edge Saloon, two examples, red, light 
blue, castings have various differences 
including grille, light position, bumpers 
etc, in original boxes, G-VG, boxes P (2)
 £60-80
 

63. Robin Hood TP Series & Empro 
New Sports Car, Robin Hood example in 
blue with silver trim, in original box, four 
Empro band driven models, dark grey (2), 
light grey, green, F-VG, light grey example 
a full restoration, one dark grey lacks a 
wheel, box P (5)
 £60-80
 

64. A Modern Products Wolseley 
6/80 Police Car, black body, silver 
loudspeaker, aerial, silver trim, in original 
box, E, box F-G
 £50-70
 

65. Morestone & Modern Products, 
Morestone Trucks Of The World Series 
Scammell Articulated Tanker, Modern 
Products British Railways Locomotive, in 
original boxes, E, boxes F-G, Scammell 
two flaps repaired (2)
 £40-60
 

66. Brimtoy Pocketoy Clockwork 
No.505 Buick Coupe, six examples, 
turquoise, red, light blue, metallic steel 
blue, metallic green, all with black plastic 
wheels, green example with red plastic 
wheels, F-VG, red example with loose 
baseplate and broken spring, metallic 
blue lacks corner of front bumper (6)
 £80-120
 

67. Brimtoy Pocketoy Clockwork 
No.502 Sunbeam Talbot, five examples, 
metallic green, red, blue, with black 
plastic wheels, pale green, red, with grey 
plastic wheels, F-VG (5)
 £80-120
 

68. Brimtoy Pocketoy Clockwork 
No.502 Sunbeam Talbot, three examples, 
cream, red, maroon, all with metal hubs 
and white tyres, F-VG (3)
 £60-80
 

69. Brimtoy Pocketoy Clockwork 
Cars, 1939 Vauxhall Saloon (2), red with 
black plastic hubs, green with red plastic 
hubs, with a Vauxhall 10 Coupe possibly 
by Brimtoy, F-VG, green motor at fault, 
one red wheel repaired (3)
 £50-70
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70. Teeny Toy Clockwork Diecast 
Toys, Light Van (2), orange, blue, Shooting 
Brake (2), orange, yellow, in original 
boxes, loose Milk Truck (3), green first 
version, green and red third versions, 
Shooting Brake, green, P-VG, orange light 
van with grille scratched on, boxes P-G (8)
 £60-80
 

71. Teeny Toy Clockwork Diecast 
Toys, Saloon Car with wings, orange, in 
original box with key, loose Saloon Car 
with smooth sides, dark green, Saloon 
Car with cast lines and tow hook, green, 
with Caravan (2), green, blue, F-VG, box P 
(5)
 £40-60
 

72. Kay Midge Mechanical 
Clockwork Diecast Toys, Ambulance, 
grey body, Fire Engine, red body, yellow 
removable ladder, in original boxes, 
Ambulance with key, VG-E, boxes F-G (2)
 £40-60
 

73. Kay Midge Mechanical 
Clockwork Diecast Toys, Tanker, red 
body, ‘Esso’ decal, Ambulance, grey body, 
Saloon Car, light blue body, in original 
boxes, G-VG, boxes P-F (3)
 £50-70
 

74. Chad Valley Clockwork Diecast 
Midget Coaches, three examples, green, 
red, light blue, in original boxes, VG-E, 
light blue with one rear wheel painted 
black, red with small nick out of rear 
bumper, boxes G-VG (3)
 £50-70
 

75. Chad Valley Clockwork Diecast 
Midget Vans, five examples, blue, ‘Esso’ 
decal (2), red, ‘Esso’ decal, Ambulance, 
GR Mail Van in original boxes, F-VG, boxes 
P-G (5)
 £80-120
 

76. Chad Valley Clockwork Diecast 
Midget Saloon Cars, two examples, 
green, blue, in original boxes with keys, 
VG-E, boxes P-F (2)
 £30-50
 

77. Charbens Old Crocks Series, 
including No.1 Darracq (2), No.2 Spyker, 
No.4 Ford, No.5 Vauxhall, No.6 De Dion, 
No.7 Panhard, No.10 Wolseley, No.12 
Hanson Cab, in original boxes, with 
twelve loose examples, F-VG, some with 
signs of fatigue, boxes P-G (22)
 £60-80
 

78. A Teeny Toy (Cleveland Toy 
Manufacturing) Mobile Crane, dark 
green cab, red base, bare metal jib, 
wheels and builder/driver figure, black 
rubber tracks, in original box, G-VG, slight 
dent to cab stanchion, box F
 £50-70
 

79. A Teeny Toy (Cleveland Toy 
Manufacturing) Mobile Crane,  green 
cab, red base, bare metal jib and wheels, 
beige driver figure from the Teeny Toy 
Lord Mayor’s Coach, in original box base, 
G-VG, some discolouration to cab, base F
 £50-70
 

80. Betal 1947 Jowett Javelin, four 
examples, dark blue, with clockwork 
motor, in remains of original box, three 
non-motorised versions, green, red, 
orangey-red, F-VG, box P (4)
 £80-120
 

81. Bradscar OO Scale Morris Six, 
five examples, black (2), pale green, dark 
green, reddish-brown, two with plain 
baseplates, P-F (5)
 £60-80
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82. Crescent Toys Garage Car Lift 
Set, comprising green car lift and saloon 
car, blue oil bin and ‘Crescent Garage Pay 
Here’ counter, with Mechanic, in original 
box, G-VG, box F
 £80-120
 

83. Crescent Toys Saloon Cars, five 
examples, blue, green (2), red (2), with 
two black Police Cars, P-F, one Police car 
lacks loud speaker (7)
 £50-70
 

84. Various British Diecast Racing 
& Sports Cars, including Mafwo Aston 
Martin 1.5 Litre, red, Racing Car, dark 
blue, Timpo Toys MG Midget, dark blue, 
Jolly Roger Racing Car, dark blue, Mintoy 
Racing Car, red, and a small Midget Racer, 
blue, P-F (6)
 £50-70
 

85. Various British Diecast Cars, 
including Kembo Streamlined Coupe, light 
green, Police Car, black, Arbur Products 
Buick Sedan, metallic dark blue, Jolly 
Roger Saloon Car, red, Toby Toys Jaguar 
Saloon, TTI Saloon (2), one blue, one red, 
and one other unmarked saloon, P-G (8)
 £80-120

 

86. Various British Diecast, including 
Arbur Products Fire Engines (2), differing 
versions, Milbo Jeep (2), Merlin Jeep (2), 
Toby Toys Breakdown Truck, Louis Marx 
Articulated Transport Truck, Benbros 
Petrol Tanker, River Series motorised 
Forward Control Lorry (2), green, blue, 
Timpo Toys ‘W.D. & H.O.Wills’ Forward 
Control Luton Van, P-F, Arbur ladders 
incorrect, River Series lack backs, Timpo 
Luton axle mounts removed (12)
 £100-150
 

87. Benbros Qualitoy Stephenson’s 
Rocket, three examples, bronze Loco, 
metallic steel blue Coal Tender, bronze 
Loco, metallic green Coal Tender, plated 
Loco, red Coal Tender, with one original 
box, G-VG, box P (3)
 £50-70
 

88. Chad Valley Clockwork Diecast 
Midget Trains, Midget Train Set (2), 
comprising Loco, Wagon and Coach, 
Midget Engine (2), in original boxes, loose 
Midget Engine (4), Wagon, G-E, boxes P-F 
(8)
 £80-120
 

89. Teeny Toy Diecast Clockwork 
Train Set, comprising Loco, Coach, six 
piece circular track, original key, with 
Crescent Toys diecast Miniature Train 
Set, comprising green Loco with three 
matching Coaches, in original boxes, VG-
E, boxes P-F (2)
 £50-70
 

90. Various Diecast Floor Trains, 
including Moko 0-4-0 Tank Engine, Gaiety 
Toys Train Set (4), Kay diecast clockwork 
Tank Engine, TTI Coronation Class Loco, 
LMS Coronation Locomotive and carriage, 
Dinky Toys 798 Express Passenger 
Train Set, Crescent Miniature Train Set 
Coaches, P-G, one Gaiety set lacks Wagon 
(qty)
 £80-120
 

91. Dinky Toys 40d/152 Austin A40 
Devon, six examples, maroon body and 
hubs with small baseplate lettering (2), 
dark blue body, blue hubs, suede green 
body and hubs, dark green body, fawn 
hubs, dark green body, cream hubs with 
large baseplate lettering, F-G (6)
 £80-120
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92. Dinky Toys 40e/153 Standard 
Vanguard, three examples, first casting, 
fawn body and hubs, open rear wheel 
arches, third casting, mid-blue body, fawn 
hubs, third casting, mid-blue body, cream 
hubs, G-VG (3)
 £40-60
 

93. Dinky Toys 40a/158 Riley Saloon 
& 40b/151 Triumph Saloon, Riley, five 
examples, light grey body and hubs (2), 
green body, black hubs, dark grey body, 
black hubs, small baseplate lettering, 
Triumph, four examples, blue body and 
hubs (2), grey body and hubs, fawn body, 
green hubs, all with small baseplate 
lettering, F-VG (10)
 £100-150
 

94. Dinky Toys Sports Tourers, 
38f Jaguar SS100 (2), red body, maroon 
interior, dark blue body, grey interior, 38a 
Frazer Nash (3), grey body, brown seats, 
grey body, blue seats, blue body, grey 
seats, 38c Lagonda Sports, grey body, 
mid-grey seats, smooth black hubs, 38d 
Alvis Sports Tourer, green body, black 
seats, 38e Armstrong Siddeley, grey body, 
deep blue seats, F-VG (8)
 £100-150
 

95. Dinky Toy Cars, 40g/159 Morris 
Oxford (3), first casting, stone body, light 
grey hubs, second casting stone body, 
fawn hubs, green body, light green hubs, 
40f/154 Hillman Minx (2), first casting, 
pale green body, green hubs, second 
casting, butterscotch body, cream hubs, 
161 Austin Somerset, red body and hubs, 
181 Volkswagen, greyish blue body, mid-
blue hubs, 156 Rover 75, maroon body 
and hubs, G-VG (8)
 £150-250
 

96. Dinky Toys 30, 36 & 39 Series 
Cars, 39a Packard Tourer (2), brown, olive 
green, 39c Lincoln Zephyr, brown, 39e 
Chrysler, dark blue, 36f British Salmson, 
light grey, 36a Armstrong Siddeley, mid-
blue, 36b Bentley, mid-blue, 36c Humber 
Vogue, grey, 30d Vauxhall, olive green, 
F-G (9)
 £100-150
 

97. Dinky Toy Cars, 106/140a Austin 
A90 Atlantic (3), light blue body, red 
interior and hubs, light blue body, dark 
blue interior, cream hubs, black body, red 
interior and hubs, 162 Ford Zephyr (2), 
two-tone blue body, grey hubs, green/
cream body, beige hubs, 164 Vauxhall 
Cresta, maroon/light beige body, beige 
hubs, 156 Rover 75, cream lower body, 
blue upper, beige hubs, F-VG (7)
 £100-150
 

98. Dinky Toy Racing & Sports 
Cars, 195 Jaguar 3.4 Saloon, grey body, 
red interior, spun hubs, 240 Cooper 
Racing Car (2), 243 B.R.M Racing Car, in 
original boxes, loose 114 Triumph Spitfire, 
163 Bristol 450, F-VG, one 240 lacks 
windscreen, boxes P-F (6)
 £60-80
 

99. Dinky Toy Emergency Service 
Vehicles, 278 Vauxhall Ambulance, with 
patient, in original box, loose 25h/250 
Streamlined Fire Engine (2), differing 
versions, 30h/253 Daimler Ambulance, 
43b RAC Motorcycle Patrol, 37b Police 
Motor Cyclist, 42a Police Box (2), F-VG, 
box F, inner tape repaired (8)
 £60-80
 

100. Dinky Toy Commercials, 
including 982 Pullmore Car Transporter, 
794 Loading Ramp, 33w/415 Mechanical 
Horse & Open Wagon (3), Loud Speaker 
Van, 581/981 Horsebox, 190 Caravan, 
36g Taxi with driver (3), B.E.V Truck and 
others, F-VG (16)
 £100-150
 
101. A Dinky Supertoys 666 Missile 
Erector Vehicle, with Corporal Missile and 
Launching Platform, in original box with 
inner packing and instructions, VG, dusty 
from display, some wear to missile, box G
 £60-80
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102. Dinky Toys 35 Series Cars & 
Other Accessories, 35a Saloon Car (2), 
blue, grey, 35b Midget Racer, silver, 35c 
MG Sports Car, red, 35d Austin Seven (2), 
yellow, blue, 37a Civilian Motorcyclist 
(2), 12c/750 Telephone Box (3), 781 Esso 
Petrol Pump Station, F-VG (12)
 £60-80
 

103. 1960s-70s Dinky Toys, including 
129 Volkswagen 1300 Sedan, in original 
case, loose 163 Volkswagen Fastback, 188 
Jensen FF, 210 Alfa Romeo 33 Tipo, 128 
Mercedes-Benz 600, 157 BMW 2000 Tilux 
and others, with roadway box inserts for 
163 and 188, G-E, box F (18)
 £100-150
 

104. A Corgi Toys 261 James Bond’s 
Aston Martin D.B.5, gold body, red 
interior, wire wheels, Bandit figure, in 
original box with inner stand, envelope 
containing secret instructions, unused 
lapel badge and spare Bandit, plus ‘Model 
Car Makers To James Bond’ catalogue, 
E, one small mark to roof, box and stand 
VG-E
 £150-250
 

105. A Corgi Toys 497 The Man From 
Uncle Thrush-Buster, dark metallic blue 
body, plastic spotlights, in original box 
with Waverly Ring, club leaflet, inner 
stand and three inner packing pieces, E, 
small chips to corners, box and stand VG-
E, small splits to inner stand around ring 
slot
 £150-250
 

106. Corgi Toys 266 Chitty Chitty 
Bang Bang, two examples, both chrome, 
brown and red body, black chassis, 
retractable wings, four figures, red 
wheels, G-VG (2)
 £60-80
 

107. British Diecast Toys, Mettoy 
Castoys diecast clockwork Streamline 
Bus, red (2), Eebee Toys Tower Bridge (2), 
DCA Fairland Series No.52 Fruit Machine 
and a boxed Crescent Toys H.M.S Aircraft 
Carrier “Eagle” with three aircraft, F-VG, 
box G (6)
 £50-70
 

108. British Diecast Empty Boxes, 
including River Series Daimler Conquest, 
Farm Car, Kay Midge Mechanical No.8 
Coach, Fire Engine, Chad Valley Midget 
Coach and others, P-G (14)
 £40-60
 

French Diecast & Models               
Lot 109 to Lot 314

109. A CIJ Ref No.3/1 Rovin D4 
Cabriolet, maroon body, peach interior, 
red plastic hubs, white tyres, in original 
box, VG-E, box G, white sticker to end flap
 £50-70
 

110. A CIJ Ref No.3/1 Rovin D4 
Cabriolet, greyish-blue body, peach 
interior, spun hubs, white tyres, in 
original box, VG, chip to seat, box F-G
 £50-70
 

111. CIJ Ref No.3/1 Rovin D4 
Cabriolet, three examples, maroon body, 
peach interior, red plastic hubs, black 
body, peach interior, red plastic hubs, 
black body, beige interior, spun hubs, in 
original boxes, G-VG, boxes P-F (3)
 £80-120
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112. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.356 S 
Renault Dauphine, metallic lime green 
body, plated hubs, white tyres, in original 
box, VG-E, box G-VG
 £50-70
 

113. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.356 S 
Renault Dauphine, bronze body, plated 
hubs, white tyres, in original box, VG-E, 
box F-G
 £50-70
 

114. A CIJ Ref No.3/57 Renault 
Dauphine Police Car, black and white 
body, ‘Police’ decals, red siren, plated 
hubs, black tyres, in original box, VG, box 
VG
 £50-70
 

115. CIJ Ref No.3/56 Renault 
Dauphine, two examples, white body, 
plated hubs, greyish-blue body, plated 
hubs, both white tyres, in original boxes, 
VG-E, boxes P-F (2)
 £60-80
 

116. CIJ Ref No.3/56 Renault 
Dauphine, two examples, grey body, red 
plastic hubs, cream body, plated hubs, 
both white tyres, in original boxes, VG, 
boxes F-G (2)
 £60-80
 

117. CIJ Ref No.3/2 Renault Etoile 
Filante, two examples, both blue body, 
shooting star decals, blue plastic drivers, 
one red plastic hubs, white tyres, one 
spun hubs, white tyres, in original boxes, 
VG-E, boxes F-G (2)
 £80-120
 

118. CIJ Ref No.3/2 Renault Etoile 
Filante, two examples, both blue body, 
shooting star decals, blue plastic drivers, 
one grey plastic hubs, black tyres, one 
spun hubs, white tyres, in original boxes, 
VG-E, boxes F-G (2)
 £80-120
 

119. A CIJ Ref No.3/5 Panhard Dyna 
Junior, red body, beige detachable hood, 
grey plastic hubs, white tyres, in original 
box, VG-E, box G
 £50-70
 

120. A CIJ Ref No.3/5 Panhard 
Dyna Junior, metallic grey body, beige 
detachable hood, spun hubs, in original 
box, VG-E, box G
 £50-70
 

121. A CIJ Ref No.3/5 Panhard Dyna 
Junior, pale green body, beige detachable 
hood, red plastic hubs, white tyres, in 
original box, VG-E, box G-VG
 £50-70
 

122. CIJ Ref No.3/5 Panhard Dyna 
Junior, two examples, red body, beige 
detachable hood, grey plastic hubs, in 
original box, ochre body, spun hubs, no 
hood, G-E, a few small marks to hood, 
box P-F (2)
 £50-70
 

123. A CIJ Ref No.3/47 Panhard Dyna 
X, red body, spun hubs, white tyres, in 
original box, E, box G
 £60-80
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124. CIJ Ref No.3/47 Panhard Dyna 
X, four examples, red body, spun hubs, 
dark red body, alu and rubber wheels, 
pale blue body, spun hubs, blue body, all 
metal wheels, F-E (4)
 £80-120
 

125. A CIJ Ref No.4/47 Panhard Dyna 
X Mécanique, pale blue body, aluminium 
and rubber wheels, clockwork motor, in 
original box, E, box G
 £60-80
 

126. A CIJ Ref No.3/50 Alpine 
Renault A106 Mille-Miles, red body, 
plated spun hubs, white tyres, no glazing, 
in original box, E, box F
 £50-70
 

127. A CIJ Ref No.3/50 Alpine 
Renault A106 Mille-Miles, white body, 
spun hubs, black tyres, glazing, in original 
box, E, box F, some graffiti
 £50-70

128. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/50 
Alpine Renault A106 Mille-Miles, sea-
green body, spun hubs, black tyres, 
glazing, in original box, VG-E, box F
 £80-120
 

129. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/50 
Alpine Renault A106 Mille-Miles, red 
body, spun hubs, black tyres, glazing, in 
original box, VG-E, box F, split on one side
 £50-70
 

130. CIJ Ref No.3/50 Alpine Renault 
A106 Mille-Miles, four examples, grey 
body, plated spun hubs, white tyres, no 
glazing, white body, plated spun hubs, 
white tyres, no glazing, white body, spun 
hubs, black tyres, glazing, red body, 
plated spun hubs, white tyres, no glazing, 
G-VG (4)
 £80-120
 

131. A CIJ Ref No.3/51 Renault 
Fregate, olive green body, spun hubs, 
white tyres, black ‘La Fregate’ lettering to 
base, in original box, VG-E, box VG
 £50-70
 

132. A CIJ Ref No.3/51 Renault 
Fregate, olive green body, yellow plastic 
hubs, white tyres, in original box, VG-E, 
box VG
 £50-70
 

133. A CIJ Ref No.3/51 Renault 
Fregate, dark blue body, spun hubs, white 
tyres, in original box, VG-E, box G-VG
 £50-70
 

134. CIJ Ref No.3/51 Renault Fregate, 
five examples, grey body, spun hubs, 
white tyres, olive green body, spun hubs, 
white tyres, maroon body, red plastic 
hubs, white tyres, blue body, spun hubs, 
black tyres, maroon body, spun hubs, 
white tyres, with one original box, F-VG, 
red plastic hubs degraded, box P-F (6)
 £80-120
 

135. A CIJ Ref No.4/51 Renault 
Fregate Mécanique, maroon body, spun 
hubs, white tyres, clockwork motor, in 
original box, VG-E, box F-G
 £50-70
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136. A CIJ Ref No.4/51 Renault 
Fregate Mécanique, grey body, spun 
hubs, white tyres, clockwork motor, in 
original box, VG-E, box G
 £50-70
 

137. A CIJ Ref No.3/52 Renault 
Fregate Grand Pavois, light blue and mid 
blue body, spun plated hubs, white tyres, 
in original box, VG-E, box F
 £60-80
 

138. A CIJ Ref No.3/52 Renault 
Fregate Grand Pavois, light blue and dark 
blue body, spun plated hubs, white tyres, 
E
 £50-70
 

139. CIJ Ref No.3/52 Renault Fregate 
Grand Pavois, two examples both red and 
grey body, spun plated hubs, one white 
tyres, one black tyres, VG-E (2)
 £80-120
 

140. A CIJ Ref No.3/15 Chrysler 
Windsor, mid-green body, dark green 
roof, plated yellow plastic hubs, white 
tyres, in original box, E, box F-G
 £60-80
 

141. A CIJ Ref No.3/15 Chrysler 
Windsor, light-green body, dark green 
roof, plated red plastic hubs, white tyres, 
in original box, E, some chrome loss to 
hubs, box F
 £40-60
 

142. A CIJ Ref No.3/15 Chrysler 
Windsor, light blue body, dark blue roof, 
plated yellow plastic hubs, in original box, 
E, chip to rear wing, box F
 £40-60
 

143. A CIJ Ref No.3/16 Plymouth 
Belvedere, blue body, cream roof and 
flash, plated plastic hubs, white tyres, in 
original box, E, minor hub wear, box F, 
end flap tape repaired
 £50-70
 

144. A CIJ Ref No.3/16 Plymouth 
Belvedere, red body, cream roof and 
flash, plated plastic hubs, white tyres, in 
original box, E, some hub wear, box F-G
 £50-70
 

145. A CIJ Ref No.3/12 Mercedes-
Benz 220, wine red body, plated plastic 
hubs, white tyres, in original box, E, box F
 £50-70
 

146. A CIJ Ref No.3/12 Mercedes-
Benz 220, black body, plated plastic hubs, 
white tyres, in original box, E, box F, 
minor graffiti to end flaps
 £50-70
 

147. A CIJ Ref No.3/12 Mercedes-
Benz 220, grey body, plated plastic hubs, 
white tyres, in original box, E, minor hub 
wear, box P-F
 £40-60
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148. A CIJ Ref No.3/46H Peugeot 
403 Break, light yellow body, plated spun 
hubs, white tyres, glazing, with interior, in 
original box, E, box F
 £60-80
 

149. A CIJ Ref No.3/46 Peugeot 403 
Break, beige body, plated spun hubs, 
white tyres, no glazing or interior, in 
original box, E, box P-F, lacks end flap
 £40-60
 

150. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/46H 
Peugeot 403 Break, turquoise green 
body, spun hubs, black tyres, glazing, with 
interior, in original box, E, box G
 £60-80
 

151. CIJ Ref No.3/46 & 3/46H 
Peugeot 403 Breaks, two examples, 3/46 
turquoise green body, plated spun hubs, 
white tyres, 3/46H light blue body, spun 
hubs, white tyres, glazing, with interior, 
VG-E (2)
 £50-70
 

152. CIJ Ref No.3/46 & 3/46H 
Peugeot 403 Breaks, three examples, 
3/46 beige body, plated spun hubs, black 
tyres, 3/46H turquoise body, spun hubs, 
white tyres, glazing, 3/46H turquoise 
body, spun hubs, white tyres, glazing, 
with interior, G-VG (3)
 £50-70
 

153. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/46P 
Peugeot 403 Break “Police”, black body, 
spun hubs, orange roof light, ‘Police’ 
decals, in an original 3/46E box, E, box 
F-G
 £50-70
 

154. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/53 
Renault Manoir, cerise body, brown and 
yellow panels, plated spun hubs, white 
tyres, glazing, in original box, E, a few 
minor marks, box F
 £50-70
 

155. CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/53A 
Renault Manoir Ambulances, two 
examples, both white and blue body, 
plated spun hubs, one white tyres, one 
black tyres, glazing, in original boxes, VG-
E, black tyres with flat spots and white 
paint to glazing, boxes P-G (2)
 £80-120

 

156. CIJ Ref No.3/49 Renault 4 CV 
“Police”, two differing versions, both 
white/black body, ‘Police’ decals, white 
plastic hubs, one original box, VG-E, some 
hub degradation, box F-G, minor graffiti 
on one side
 £50-70
 

157. A CIJ Ref No.4/48 Renault 4 CV 
Mécanique 1949, dark blue body, spun 
hubs, white tyres, clockwork motor, in 
original box with key, E, box G
 £80-120
 

158. A CIJ Ref No.4/48 Renault 4 CV 
Mécanique 1949, dark blue-green body, 
spun hubs, white tyres, clockwork motor, 
in original box with key, E, box G
 £80-120
 

159. A CIJ Ref No.3/48 Renault 
4 CV 1956, scarce dark red body and 
baseplate, grey plastic hubs, white tyres, 
VG-E
 £80-120
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160. A CIJ Ref No.3/48 Renault 4 CV 
1956, turquoise green body, grey plastic 
hubs, black tyres, in original box, VG-E, 
silver detailing partly rubbed off, box F-G
 £60-80
 

161. CIJ Ref No.3/48 Renault 4 CV 
1956, four examples, red body, grey hubs, 
white tyres, grey body, grey hubs, black 
tyres, beige body, grey hubs, white tyres, 
turquoise green body, red hubs, white 
tyres, F-VG, red example with corrosion 
spots (4)
 £80-120
 

162. CIJ Ref No.3/48 & 4/48 Renault 
4 CV 1949, eight examples, five differing 
shades of grey, one 4/48 with clockwork 
motor, two light green, one dark blue/
green, with one original box, F-VG, 
clockwork example repainted, light green 
example with red painted number plates, 
box P (9)
 £150-250
 

163. CIJ Ref No.3/48 Renault 4 CV 
1949, three early examples, dark blue-
green, grey, light blue, with all metal 
wheels, F-G (3)
 £60-80
 

164. CIJ Ref No.3/48 Renault 4 CV 
1949, two examples, dark blue body, dark 
blue/green body, both with spun hubs, 
white tyres, in original boxes, VG-E, boxes 
F-G, one with minor graffiti (2)
 £80-120
 

165. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/9 Simca 
Bertone, red body, blue seats, spun hubs, 
plastic luggage, in original box, VG-E, box 
G
 £50-70
 

166. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/9 Simca 
Bertone, metallic blue body, red seats, 
spun hubs, plastic luggage, in original box, 
VG-E, box F-G
 £50-70
 

167. CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/3 Facel-
Vega Facellia, two examples, metallic 
red body and interior, spun hubs, black 
hardtop, silver body, fawn interior, plated 
spun hubs, black hardtop, in original 
boxes, VG-E, boxes F-G (2)
 £60-80
 

168. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/6 
Citroen AMI 6, pale blue body, white roof, 
red interior, painted spun hubs, in original 
box, E, a few small marks, box F-G
 £50-70
 

169. CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/7 Simca 
1000, two examples, red and light blue, 
both with brown interior and plated spun 
hubs, in original boxes, VG-E, boxes P-G 
(2)
 £60-80
 

170. CIJ Ref No.3/58 Renault Floride 
Cabriolet, four examples, two red body, 
white seats, black hardtop, plated spun 
hubs, white tyres, two white body, red 
seats, plated spun hubs, one white tyres, 
one black tyres, with one original box, 
G-E, one white example with glue marks 
around hardtop fixing holes, box F-G (5)
 £80-120
 

171. A CIJ Ref No.3/10 Volkswagen 
1200 1953, metallic dark green body, red 
plastic wheels, white tyres, in original 
box, E, box F, end flap torn
 £50-70
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172. A CIJ Ref No.3/10 Volkswagen 
1200 1955, light green-grey body, grey 
plastic hubs, white tyres, in original box, 
E, box P
 £50-70
 

173. CIJ Ref No.3/10 Volkswagen 
1200, two examples, 1953 metallic dark 
green body, yellow plastic hubs, white 
tyres, 1955 cream body, plated spun 
hubs, white tyres, G-VG (2)
 £50-70
 

174. A CIJ Ref No.3/54 Panhard Dyna 
Z 1954, pale green body, plated yellow 
plastic hubs, in original box, VG-E, box F
 £50-70
 

175. CIJ Ref No.3/54 & 3/54T 
Panhard Dyna Z, three examples, two 
3/54, dark blue body, plated yellow 
plastic hubs, blue/grey body, plated 
yellow plastic hubs, 3/54T Taxi, black/red 
body, plated spun hubs, with one 3/54 
original box, F-G, box P-F (4) 
 £60-80
 

176. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/65 
Renault Colorale “Police”, dark blue 
Renault Colorale, grey plastic hubs and 
roof sign, grey tin tilt, with dark blue and 
yellow trailer, red flags, in original box, 
VG-E, box F
 £80-120
 

177. CIJ Ref No.3/42 Renault Prairie, 
two examples, both navy blue body, one 
red plastic hubs, one yellow plastic hubs, 
white tyres, in original boxes, VG-E, some 
hub degradation, boxes F-G (2)
 £60-80
 

178. CIJ Ref No.3/42 Renault Prairie, 
two examples, both navy blue body, one 
spun hubs, white tyres, in original box, 
one yellow plastic hubs, white tyres, VG-
E, some hub degradation, box G (2)
 £50-70
 

179. CIJ Ref No.4/42 Renault Prairie 
Mécanique, navy blue body, spun hubs, 
white tyres, clockwork motor, in original 
box, E, box F
 £50-70
 

180. A CIJ Ref No.3/43 Renault 
Savane, cream body, grey plastic hubs, 
white tyres, in original box, E, box F, some 
tape repair
 £60-80
 

181. CIJ Ref No.3/43 Renault Savane, 
two examples, both beige body, white 
tyres, one red plastic hubs, one spun 
hubs, VG-E, some hub degradation (2)
 £40-60
 

182. A CIJ Ref No.3/45 Renault 
Prairie Taxi, cream/black body, red plastic 
hubs, white tyres, in original box, E, box 
G-VG, end flap with tear
 £60-80
 

183. CIJ Ref No.3/45 Renault Prairie 
Taxi, two examples, cream/black body, 
dark blue/red body, both red plastic hubs, 
white tyres, in original boxes, F-VG, boxes 
F-G (2)
 £50-70
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184. CIJ Ref No.3/44 Renault 
Colorale, two examples, both dark green 
body, white tyres, one spun hubs, one red 
plastic hubs, VG-E (2)
 £50-70
 

185. CIJ Ref No.3/56 Renault 
Dauphine, four examples, dark blue 
body, red plastic hubs (2), green body, 
red plastic hubs, beige body, plated red 
plastic hubs, all with white tyres, with 
one original box, G-VG, box F-G (5)
 £60-80
 

186. CIJ Ref No.3/1 Rovin D4 
Cabriolet, three examples, grey-blue 
body, yellow plastic hubs, in original box, 
grey-blue body, red plastic hubs, black 
body, spun hubs, all with white tyres, G-E, 
black example with damaged windscreen, 
box P (3)
 £60-80
 

187. CIJ Mécanique Cars, Ref No.4/47 
Panhard Dyna X, two examples, light 
blue, light green, both with brass and 
rubber wheels, Ref No.4/51 Renault 
Fregate, dark blue-grey body, spun hubs, 
white tyres, F-VG, green Panhard lacks 
underside steering wheel (3)
 £50-70
 

188. CIJ Europarc Cars, Ref No.3/4 
Citroen ID 19 Break, light blue body, 
white roof, painted spun hubs, Ref No.3/6 
Citroen AMI 6, pale green body, white 
roof, painted spun hubs, Ref No.3/9 Simca 
1000 Coupe Bertone, metallic brown 
body, red seats, spun hubs, all black tyres, 
G-VG, Simca paint faded (3)
 £50-70
 

189. CIJ Police Cars, Ref No.3/8 Simca 
1000 Police, black/white body, brown 
interior, spun hubs, in original box, loose 
Ref No.3/57 Renault Dauphine Police, 
black/white body, spun hubs, both black 
tyres, VG-E, box G (2)
 £50-70
 

190. A CIJ/JRD Ref No.3/10 Citroen 
11 CV, crossover model, black body, miss-
matched wheels, white tyres, in original 
correctly relabelled box, VG-E, box F-G
 £60-80
 

191. CIJ Cars, Ref No.3/15 Chrysler 
Windsor, two-tone green body, plated 
plastic hubs, Ref No.3/16 Plymouth 
Belvedere, red body, cream roof and 
flash, spun hubs, Ref No.3/12 Mercedes 
220, black body, plated red plastic hubs, 
all with white tyres, F-VG (3)
 £40-60
 

192. A CIJ Ref No.3/41 Citroen ID 
19 Break Ambulance, blue body, white 
roof, red cross decals, spun hubs, blue 
roof light, black tyres, in original box with 
unused card medical tent and sign, E, 
lacks key/screw driver, box F
 £80-120
 

193. A CIJ Ref No.3/68 Renault 
Dauphinoise “Postes”, turquoise body, 
grey plastic hubs, black tyres, in original 
box, E, box F, end flap tape repaired
 £50-70
 

194. CIJ Ref No.3/69 Renault 
Dauphinoise Break Gendarmerie, two 
examples, both dark blue body, french 
decal to rear, aerial to roof, black tyres, 
one red plastic hubs, one grey plastic 
hubs, in original boxes, VG-E, boxes P-F, 
‘Europarc’ in pen to end flaps of one box 
(2)
 £60-80
 

195. CIJ Renault Dauphinoise, three 
examples, Ref No.3/66 Break, light grey 
body, grey plastic hubs, Ref No.3/67 
Fourgonnette, grey body, grey plastic 
hubs, in original boxes, with another 
loose example with red plastic hubs, all 
black tyres, E, boxes P-F, some repair (3)
 £60-80
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196. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/40 
Renault 120 CV Autobus, cream and 
red body, plated spun hubs, black tyres, 
in original box, E, box G, inner tab tape 
repaired
 £60-80
 

197. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/40 
Renault 120 CV Autobus, two-tone blue 
body, plated spun hubs, white tyres, in 
original box, E, box G
 £80-120
 

198. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/40 
Renault 120 CV Autobus, cream body, 
red lines, plated spun hubs, white tyres, 
in original box, E, a few minor marks, box 
F, end flap tab repaired
 £50-70
 

199. CIJ Ref No.3/40 Renault 120 
CV Autobus, two examples, cream body, 
green lines, red plastic hubs, white body, 
blue lines, grey plastic hubs, both white 
tyres, in original boxes, G-E, one red hub 
degraded, boxes F-VG, one with internal 
repairs (2)
 £60-80
 

200. CIJ Ref No.3/40 Renault 120 
CV Autobus, two examples, cream body, 
green lines, plated spun hubs, black 
tyres, white body, red lines, red plastic 
hubs, white tyres, in original boxes, VG, 
red hubs degraded, boxes F-VG, end flap 
repaired on one (2)
 £60-80
 

201. CIJ Ref No.3/40 Renault 120 CV 
Autobus, four examples, all cream body, 
two with blue lines, one red lines, one 
green lines, red plastic and spun hubs, all 
white tyres, F-G (4)
 £40-60
 

202. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/90 
Renault Estafette Fourgonnette, cream 
body, blue line, painted spun hubs, black 
tyres, in original box, E, a few minor 
marks, box F
 £50-70
 

203. CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/90 
Renault Estafette Fourgonnette, three 
examples, pale blue body, orange line, 
painted spun hubs, orange body, pale 
blue line, painted spun hubs, pale blue 
body, orange lower body and line, spy 
glass and pipe decals, painted spun hubs, 
all with black tyres, in original boxes, G-E, 
some minor retouches, seat loose in blue 
example, boxes P-F, tape repairs (3)
 £100-150
 

204. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/91 
Renault Estafette Fourgon “Police”, dark 
blue body, white trim, ‘Police’ decals, 
amber roof light, painted spun hubs, 
black tyres, in original box, VG-E, box G
 £60-80
 

205. CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/92 
Renault Estafette Minicar, two examples, 
dark yellow body, black line, ‘Hostellerie 
du Cheval Blanc’ decals, plated spun 
hubs, in original box, VG-E, box F-G, two-
tone green body, both black tyres, G-VG 
(2)
 £60-80
 

206. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/93 
Renault Estafette Minicar Gendarmerie, 
dark blue body, painted spun hubs, wire 
roof aerial, red siren, ‘Gendarmerie 
Nationale’ decals, black tyres, in original 
box, E, some minor rubbing, box F-G, 
tape repairs
 £60-80
 

207. A CIJ Ref No.3/27 Camping 
Caravan, white body, blue roof panel, 
printed tinplate interior, plated spun 
hubs, white tyres, in original box with 
small leaflet, E, box G-VG
 £60-80
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208. CIJ Ref No.3/27 Camping 
Caravan, two examples, white body, 
blue roof panel, printed tinplate interior, 
plated spun hubs, white body, red roof 
panel, printed tinplate interior, plated 
spun hubs, both white tyres, in original 
boxes, one with small leaflet, VG-E, red 
example with offside hub the wrong way 
round, some flat spots on tyres, boxes 
G-VG, one with end flap tab repaired (2)
 £80-120
 

209. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/27T 
Camping Caravan, green and white body, 
green plastic roof panel, printed tinplate 
interior, plated spun hubs, black tyres, in 
original box, E, box G-VG
 £50-70
 

210. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/27T 
Camping Caravan, cerise and white 
body, green plastic roof panel, printed 
tinplate interior, spun hubs, white tyres, 
in original non-picture box, E, some minor 
rubbing, box F-G
 £50-70
 

211. CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/27T 
Camping Caravan, two examples, cerise 
and white body, clear plastic roof panel, 
printed tinplate interior, plated spun 
hubs, light blue and white body, clear 
plastic roof panel, printed tinplate 
interior, plated spun hubs, both white 
tyres, in original boxes, VG-E, cerise tyres 
with flat spots, boxes F-G (2)
 £60-80
 

212. A CIJ Ref No.3/60 Renault 
1000kg Van, dark grey body, rear roof 
sign, red plastic hubs, black tyres, in 
original box, E, box F, some label damage
 £50-70

 
213. CIJ Ref No.3/60 Renault 1000kg 
Van, two examples, light grey body, red 
plastic hubs, no roof sign, in original box, 
similar example with rear roof sign, both 
white tyres, VG-E, box P (2)
 £60-80
 

214. A CIJ Ref No.3/60A Renault 
1000kg Van “Astra”, pale green-yellow 
body, ‘Astra Margarine Fraiche’ decals, 
black plastic hubs, black tyres, in original 
box, E, box VG
 £80-120
 

215. A CIJ Ref No.3/60P Renault 
1000kg Van “Postes”, dark green body, 
yellow line, ‘Postes’ decals, black plastic 
hubs, black tyres, in original box, VG, box 
F-G
 £50-70
 

216. A CIJ Ref No.3/60S Renault 
1000kg Van “Shell”, red and yellow body, 
‘Shell’ decals, black plastic hubs, black 
tyres, in original box, E, box P-F, end flap 
tape repaired
 £60-80
 

217. A CIJ Ref No.3/60T Renault 
1000kg Van & Trailer “PTT”, grey body, 
‘PTT’ decals, grey plastic hubs, black 
tyres, two telegraph poles, two wire reels, 
in original box, E, box F-G
 £80-120
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218. A CIJ Ref No.3/60T Renault 
1000kg Van & Trailer “PTT”, grey body, 
‘PTT’ decals, black plastic hubs, black 
tyres, two telegraph poles, two wire 
reels, in original box, E, box F-G, end flap 
tab tape repaired
 £80-120
 

219. A CIJ Ref No.3/61 Renault 
1000kg Ambulance Municipale, white 
body, red cross roof sign, ‘Ambulance 
Municipale’ decals, red plastic hubs, 
white tyres, in original box, E, box F-G
 £50-70
 

220. A CIJ Ref No.3/61 Renault 
1000kg Ambulance Municipale, white 
body, red cross roof sign, ‘Ambulance 
Municipale’ decals, grey plastic hubs, 
white tyres, in original box, E, box F-G
 £50-70
 

221. A CIJ Ref No.3/62 Renault 
1000kg Minicar “S.N.C.F”, grey body, 
‘Correspondance S.N.C.F’ decals, grey 
plastic hubs, white tyres, in box with 
white end labels, E, box VG
 £60-80
 

222. A CIJ Ref No.3/62 Renault 
1000kg Minicar “S.N.C.F”, beige body, 
‘Correspondance S.N.C.F’ decals, red 
plastic hubs, white tyres, in original box, 
E, box F
 £50-70
 

223. CIJ Ref No.3/63 Renault 1000kg 
Van “Police”, two examples, dark blue 
body, ‘Police’ decals, no roof sign, grey 
plastic hubs, white tyres, dark blue body, 
‘Police’ decals, roof sign, red plastic hubs, 
both white tyres, in boxes, one with white 
end labels, VG-E, boxes G-VG (2)
 £80-120
 

224. CIJ Renault 1000kg Vans, 
Ref No.3/62 Renault 1000kg Minicar 
“S.N.C.F”, in original box, loose Ref 
No.3/60S Renault 1000kg Van “Shell”, 
Renault 1000kg Van, grey body, hand 
painted blue line and grille, with 
‘Calonne’, ‘Armentieres’ and East German 
emblem decals, G-VG, box P (3)
 £60-80
 

225. A CIJ Ref No.3/20 Panhard 
Movic Tanker “BP”, green body, ‘Energol 
BP’ decals, spun hubs, silver baseplate, 
black tyres, in original box, E, box G, 
‘Panhard’ in pen on one side
 £40-60

 

226. A CIJ Ref No.3/20 Panhard 
Movic Tanker “BP”, green body, ‘Energol 
BP’ decals, spun hubs, metallic dark grey 
baseplate, black tyres, in original box, E, 
box F
 £40-60
 

227. A CIJ Ref No.3/21 Renault R 
4080 Tanker “Shell”, red cab, black and 
yellow body, ‘Shell’ decals, red shell decal 
to rear, spun hubs, silver baseplate, black 
tyres, in original box, E, box G
 £40-60
 

228. A CIJ Ref No.3/21 Renault R 
4080 Tanker “Shell”, red cab, black and 
yellow body, ‘Shell’ decals, yellow shell 
decal to rear, scarce grey plastic hubs, 
metallic dark grey baseplate, black tyres, 
in original box, E, box F-G, tear on one 
side
 £60-80
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229. CIJ Ref No.4/20 Panhard Movic 
Tanker “BP” Mécanique, green body, 
‘Energol BP’ decals, spun hubs, silver 
baseplate, black tyres, in original box, 
with Ref No.4/21 Renault R 4080 Tanker 
“Shell”, red cab, black and yellow body, 
‘Shell’ decals, red shell decal to rear, spun 
hubs, silver baseplate, black tyres, VG-E, 
box F (2)
 £50-70
 

230. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.4/72 
Saviem JL20 Transformer Transporter, 
blue/yellow cab, black chassis, red 
plastic transformer on grey trailer, grey 
plastic hubs, black tyres, in original box, 
VG, battery compartment with some 
corrosion, box P-F
 £60-80
 

231. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.4/72 
Saviem JL20 Transformer Transporter, 
red cab, grey chassis, red plastic 
transformer on grey trailer, grey plastic 
hubs, black tyres, in original box, VG, 
battery compartment with significant 
corrosion, box P-F, some tape repairs
 £60-80
 

232. A CIJ Ref No.4/75 Saviem LRS 
Low-Loader Cable Carrier, light blue 
and bright yellow cab and trailer, black 
chassis, grey plastic cable drums, grey 
plastic wheels, black tyres, in original box, 
VG, larger chips to ramp ends, box G
 £80-120
 

233. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.4/73 
Saviem JL20 Cement Transport Truck, red 
cab, black chassis, grey plastic containers, 
‘Ciment’ sign, grey plastic hubs, black 
tyres, in original box, VG-E, box G
 £60-80
 

234. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.4/70 
Saviem JL20 Tanker “Mobil”, red cab and 
tanker, ‘Mobil’ decals, grey plastic hubs, 
in original box, VG-E, chipping mainly to 
front bumper, box F-G
 £60-80
 

235. A CIJ Ref No.4/71 Somua Tanker 
“BP”, white/green cab and tanker, black 
chassis, ‘BP’ decals, grey plastic hubs, in 
original box, E, box P
 £40-60
 

236. A CIJ Ref No.3/23 Berliet GLR 
8a Tanker “Shell”, red cab, black chassis, 
yellow tanker, grey plastic hubs, black 
tyres, in original box, E, box F, end flap 
lacks tab
 £40-60
 

237. A CIJ Ref No.4/80 Saviem LRS 
Tipper Truck, green cab, black chassis, 
yellow tipper, grey plastic hubs, black 
tyres, in original box, E, box G
 £60-80
 

238. A CIJ Ref No.4/80 Saviem LRS 
Tipper Truck, red cab, black chassis, 
yellow tipper, grey plastic hubs, black 
tyres, in original box, E, box P
 £40-60
 

239. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.4/84 
Public Works Site Set, comprising Saviem 
JL20 Tipper Truck, blue skip, red hopper 
with ‘Sablieres de la Loire’ decals, seven 
card road signs, in original box with inner 
tray, VG-E, box F
 £80-120
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240. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.7/1 
Citroen AMI 6 Assembly Line, complete 
in original box with unused paint, E, box 
F-G
 £100-150
 

241. A CIJ Ref No.4/50 Renault 2.5 
Ton Cattle Truck, red cab, black chassis, 
yellow/red back, grey plastic hubs, black 
tyres, with matching Ref No.3/28 Trailer, 
in original boxes, E, boxes F-G (2)
 £60-80
 

242. A CIJ Ref No.3/70 Renault 
Fainéant Articulated Truck, dark green 
body, pale green tilt, grey plastic hubs, 
black tyres, in original box, E, box G
 £60-80
 

243. A CIJ Ref No.3/70 Renault 
Fainéant Articulated Truck, dark green 
body, pale green tilt, red plastic hubs, 
black tyres, in original box, VG-E, some 
hub degradation, box F-G
 £50-70
 

244. A CIJ Ref No.3/73 Renault 
Fainéant Articulated Timber Transporter, 
blue body and trailer, red plastic hubs, 
black tyres, with three logs, in original 
box, E, box P-F
 £50-70
 

245. CIJ Ref No.3/73 Renault 
Fainéant Articulated Timber Transporter, 
two examples, both blue body and trailer, 
black tyres, with three logs, one red 
plastic hubs, one grey plastic hubs, VG-E 
(2)
 £50-70
 

246. CIJ Ref No.3/81 Renault 
Fainéant Crane Truck, two examples, 
differing shades of orange, one with red 
plastic hubs, one grey plastic hubs, both 
with skips and black tyres, in original 
boxes, VG, boxes P-F (2)
 £80-120
 

247. A CIJ Ref No.3/82 Renault 
Fainéant Excavator Truck, cream body, 
red crane cabin, silver arm, grey plastic 
hubs, black tyres, in original box with 
instructional card disc, VG-E, box F
 £50-70
 

248. A CIJ Ref No.3/94 Renault 2.5 
Ton Delivery Truck “Evian”, white/red 
body, twelve crates, red plastic hubs, 
black tyres, VG-E
 £40-60
 

249. CIJ Saviem JL20 Construction 
Vehicles, Ref No.3/82 Excavator Truck, 
red/yellow body, grey plastic hubs, Ref 
No.3/81 Crane Truck, yellow/green body, 
green plastic hubs, Ref No.4/80 Tipper 
Truck, pinky-red body, blue tipper, blue 
plastic hubs, with removable cab shield 
panel, all black tyres, G-E (3)
 £60-80
 

250. CIJ Commercial Vehicles, Ref 
No.3.72 Renault Fainéant Tanker “Shell”, 
red cab, yellow tanker, grey plastic hubs, 
Ref No.3.80 Renault Fainéant Tipper 
Truck, green body, red plastic hubs, 
Ref No.4/76 Saviem S7 Covered Lorry, 
blue cab, black chassis, green tilt, blue 
plastic hubs, all black tyres, VG-E, some 
corrosion marks to tilt (3)
 £60-80
 

251. CIJ Ref No.3/25 Renault R 4145 
Covered Truck, two examples, both grey 
body and tilt, one red plastic hubs, one 
grey plastic hubs, in original boxes, E, 
boxes F-G (2)
 £80-120
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252. CIJ Ref No.3/25 Renault R 
4145 Covered Truck, three examples, 
dark green body, blue tilt, spun hubs, in 
original box, green body, light green tilt, 
spun hubs, green body, light green tilt, 
red plastic hubs, G-E, blue tilt could be 
repaint but is discoloured and would have 
been much lighter blue, box F-G (3)
 £60-80
 

253. CIJ Ref No.3/25 Renault R 4145 
Covered Truck, three examples, grey 
body and tilt, grey plastic concave hubs, 
in original box, grey body and tilt, grey 
plastic convex hubs, grey body and tilt, 
red plastic hubs, with matching trailer, 
VG-E, box F-G (4) 
 £60-80
 

254. CIJ Ref No.3/26 Covered Trailer 
Trade Box, comprising six grey trailers 
with grey tilts and grey plastic hubs, E, 
box F-G
 £100-150
 

255. A CIJ Ref No.3/30 Fire Engine, 
red body and plastic hubs, two firemen, 
silver ladder, black tyres, in original box, 
VG-E, some hub degradation, box F
 £60-80
 

256. Ador Toys Electric Caravan Set 
c.1958, comprising CIJ Chrysler Windsor, 
three plastic caravan bodies, motorised 
caravan, remote control and instructions, 
in original box, VG, motorised caravan F, 
discoloured and with some damage to 
underside, box F
 £60-80
 

257. CIJ Commercial & Emergency 
Service Vehicles, including Ref No.3/46E 
Peugeot 403 Ambulance, in original 
box, loose 3/41 Citroen ID19 Break 
Ambulance, 3/30 Fire Engine, 3/72 
Renault Shell Tanker, 3/75 Renault Heat 
Exchanger Transporter (2) and others, 
F-VG, some with damage and repair/
missing parts, box F-G (10)
 £80-120
 

258. A CIJ Ref No.3/35 Renault R 
3040 Tractor, orange body, ‘Renault’ 
decals, black tyres, in original box, VG, 
box P
 £50-70
 

259. A CIJ Ref No.3/38 Renault R 
3040 Tractor & Tipping Trailer, Tractor, 
orange body, ‘Renault’ decals, black tyres, 
Trailer, orange and green body, black 
tyres, in original box, VG-E, box G-VG
 £80-120

 

260. CIJ Farm Equipment, Ref 
No.3/33 Renault E 30 Tractor (2), one 
red, one orange, Tipper Trailer (3), two 
orange/green, one green, Log Carrier, 
orange, all with black tyres, F-VG, one 
driver possibly reproduction (6)
 £80-120
 

261. CIJ Europarc Ref No.76A Sailing 
Boat With Trailer, two examples, one 
red plastic, one light blue plastic, both 
complete with trailers in original boxes, 
VG, one sail discoloured, boxes F (2)
 £50-70
 

262. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/98 
Renault 2.5 Ton Military Mobile Radar 
Truck, khaki green body, black chassis, 
khaki plastic hubs, red/silver radar dish, 
plastic military figure, in original box, VG, 
some fatigue signs to cab roof, box G, 
some graffiti
 £50-70
 

263. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.4/74 
Saviem S7 Military Troop Transport 
Truck, khaki green body and tilt, black 
chassis, khaki plastic hubs, five military 
seated figures, in original box, VG, few 
paint flakes to metal back and tilt, box F
 £50-70
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264. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.3/96 
Renault 2.5 Ton Military Mobile 
Searchlight, khaki green body, black 
chassis, khaki plastic hubs, plastic 
searchlight with figure, in original box, 
G-VG, some light corrosion to metal 
parts, one wire loose, box G
 £50-70
 

265. CIJ Military Vehicles, Ref 
No.3/96 Renault 2.5 Ton Military Mobile 
Searchlight, with figure, in original box, 
Ref No.3/99 Renault 2.5 Ton Mobile 
Canon, with two figures, Ref No.3/61M 
Renault 1000kg Military Ambulance, with 
two stretchers, all khaki green body, F-VG, 
searchlight wires lack connectors, switch 
at fault, box F-G (3)
 £60-80
 

266. CIJ Air France Livery Aircraft, 
Ref No.1/15 Boeing 707 (2), Ref No.1/14 
Breguet Deux Ponts, Ref No.1/10 
Caravelle SE 210, in original boxes with 
inner packing, VG-E, boxes F-VG (4)
 £80-120
 

267. CIJ Aircraft Models, Ref No.1/15 
Boeing 707 (2), Ref No.1/10 Caravelle 
SE 210, Ref No.1/11 Douglas D.C.7, in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes P-F, one 
Boeing and Caravelle with inner packing 
(4)
 £50-70

 

268. CIJ Aircraft Models, Ref No.1/12 
Noratlas, Ref.1/2 Norecrin, Ref No.1/11 
Douglas D.C.7 ‘UAT’ livery, in original 
boxes, Ref No.1/10 Caravelle SE 210, in 
original bag, with loose Fouga CM 170R 
(2) and small wooden CIJ stand, F-E, 
boxes P-G, Noratlas with inner packing (7)
 £80-120
 

269. CIJ Micro-Miniature Ref 
No.M/5 Panhard 4 HL Tanker Trade Box, 
comprising twelve vehicles, in original 
plastic tubes within outer card trade box 
with complaint slip, E, plastic tubes VG, 
outer box F-G
 £150-250
 

270. CIJ Micro-Miniature Cars, Ref 
No.M/9 Simca Ariane, grey body, with 
chassis, Ref No.M/8 Renault Dauphine, 
maroon body, with chassis, Ref No.M/2 
Peugeot 403, black body, no chassis, in 
original plastic tubes, VG-E, tubes F (3)
 £50-70
 

271. CIJ Micro-Miniature 
Commercials, including Ref No.M/5 
Panhard 4 HL Tanker Trade Box containing 
one model in original tube, Ref No.M/1 
Renault Autobus, Ref No.M/6 Renault 
Ambulance (2), one with, one without 
chassis and four others, F-E, packaging 
F-G (9)
 £80-120

 

272. CIJ Empty Boxes, including Ref 
No.3/27 T Caravan, Ref No.3/45 Taxi, 
Ref No.3/63 Police, Ref No.3/70 Renault 
Truck, Ref No.3/46 E Peugeot 403 and 
others, with two reproductions, P-G (13)
 £60-80
 

273. A J.R.D Ref No.151 Peugeot 404 
Berline, ivory body, red interior, spun 
hubs, white tyres, in original box, E, paint 
flaw to offside, box F-G
 £60-80
 

274. A J.R.D Ref No.155 Simca 1000 
Berline, light blue body, red interior, spun 
hubs, white tyres, in original box, E, box 
F-G
 £50-70
 

275. A J.R.D Ref No.154 Citroen 
AMI 6, orange body, white roof, off-
white interior, spun hubs, white tyres, 
in original box, E, box F, ‘1961’ written 
under JRD on both sides
 £50-70
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276. A J.R.D Ref No.122 Unic ZU 80 
“Antar” Tanker, red body, ‘Antar’ decals, 
bare metal hubs, black tyres, in original 
box, E, box P
 £60-80
 

277. J.R.D Ref No.108 Citroen 2CV 
Van, grey body, convex spun hubs, 
black tyres, in original box, F-G, box F, 
with loose Ref No.117 Citroen 2CV Van 
“Touring Club De France”, white body, 
convex spun hubs, white tyres, G-VG (2)
 £80-120
 

278. A J.R.D Ref No.114 Citroen P55 
Covered Truck, orange body, green tilt, 
spun hubs, white tyres, in original box, E, 
box F, end flap tab repaired
 £60-80
 

279. A J.R.D Ref No.120 Berliet TLR 
“Kronenbourg” Articulated Truck, red 
cab, red trailer with white roof, bare 
metal hubs, in original box, E, box P-F, end 
flap tab repaired
 £60-80
 

280. A J.R.D Ref No.106 Citroen 1200 
Kg Police Van, black/white body, ‘Police’ 
decals, amber roof siren, spun hubs, black 
tyres, in original box, VG, box P
 £50-70
 

281. J.R.D Commercial Vehicles, 
Ref No.134 Berliet GAK 5 ‘Prefontaines’ 
Lorry, in original box, loose Ref No.106 
Citroen 1200 Kg Police Van, Ref No.114 
Citroen P55 Covered Truck, Ref No.131 
Berliet GAK 5 Refuse Truck, G, 134 with 
replacement labels and lacking one set of 
crates, box P (4)
 £60-80
 

282. J.R.D Reissues, all Citroen 1200 
Kg Vans, in varying liveries including 
‘F.I.N’, Poissonnerie De La Republique’, 
‘Martini’ and others, in original boxes, 
VG-E, one lacks roof light, boxes P-VG (8)
 £100-150
 

283. J.R.D Reissues, all Citroen 2CV 
Vans, in varying liveries including ‘Levure 
Alsa’, Aeroport De Paris, ‘Gendermarie’ 
and others, in original boxes, VG-E, one 
lacks roof light, boxes F (8)
 £100-150
 

284. J.R.D Reissues, Citroen 2CV (3), 
Citroen DS19 (3), Citroen DS Cabriolet, in 
original boxes, VG-E, one lacks roof aerial, 
boxes P-G (7)
 £80-120
 

285. Gitanes Miniature Diecast 
Models, 1000kg Renault ‘Postes’ Van, 
1000kg Renault Ambulance, Renault 
Dauphine, 1000kg Renault Van (2), in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes F-G, some 
tape repair (5)
 £100-200
 

286. Midget Toys Co Miniature 
Diecast Models, No.14 Vanwall Racing 
Car, No.5 Tractor with open trailer (2), in 
original boxes, loose Vespa 400, Flatbed 
Truck, Tractor with log trailer, VG-E, boxes 
F-G (6)
 £80-120
 

287. Way-Boy’s Les Routiers Series 
Miniature Diecast Models, No.5 Dump 
Truck, No.6 Small Dumper, No.4 Tow 
Truck, No.9 Scraper, No.2 Tractor with 
open Trailer, in original boxes, G-E No.4 
lacks tow arm, boxes F-G (5)
 £80-120
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288. Way-Boy’s Les Routiers 
Series Miniature Diecast Models, No.7 
Steamroller, No.6 Small Dumper, No.8 
Grader, No.3 Dumptruck, in original 
boxes, with loose No.11 Renault 1400kg 
‘Byrrh’ Truck (2), Bus and empty No.1 
box, F-E, Dumptruck lacks pin holding 
back, boxes F-G (8)
 £80-120
 

289. French Dinky Toys 24s Simca 
8 Sport, four examples, grey body, red 
seats, thin windscreen, black body, red 
seats, thick windscreen, duck-egg green 
body, red seats, thick windscreen, ivory 
body, red seats, thick windscreen, with 
35a Citroen U23 Breakdown Truck, G-VG, 
grey example appears to have been 
neatly re-riveted and hubs swapped (5)
 £60-80
 

290. A P.R (Fonderie Pierre Roger) 
Ref.6 Tour de France ‘Waterman’ Ford 
Cargo,  c.1965, cream body, red lettering, 
bare metal spun hubs, in original box, VG-
E, box F
 £100-150
 

291. A CIJ Ref No.14/75 Car Park, 
four piece tinplate car park with two 
ramps and four sliding coloured parking 
platforms, for use with CIJ diecast 
vehicles, in original box, VG-E, box F
 £60-80
 

292. A CIJ Ref No.14/1 International 
Airport, wood construction with clear 
plastic windows, all marked for different 
areas of the airport, two radar dishes, 
separate wooden Hangar and printed 
vinyl floor mat, for use with CIJ diecast 
aircraft, in original box, VG, box F
 £100-150
 

293. A CIJ Ref No.2/6/7 Flour & 
Plaster Renault Cattle Truck, green body, 
silver grille, ‘Renault’ diamond decal, two 
cows, black metal chassis, silver wheels, 
white tyres, G, grille lacks bottom edge, 
one door decal missing
 £60-80
 

294. A CIJ Ref No.2/6/3 Flour & 
Plaster Renault Brewery Truck, red body, 
silver grille, ‘Renault’ diamond decals, 
twenty four yellow beer crates, black 
metal chassis, lead wheels, black ‘Solido’ 
tyres, G-VG, tyres have been replaced
 £60-80
 

295. A CIJ Ref No.2/6/2 Flour & 
Plaster Renault Flat Truck With Casks, 
yellow body, silver grille, ‘Renault’ 
diamond decals, two brown ‘CIJ’ casks, 
black metal chassis, lead wheels, white 
tyres, G-VG
 £60-80

 

296. A CIJ Ref No.2/7/6 Flour & 
Plaster Renault Street Sweeper Truck, 
green body, silver grille, ‘Renault’ 
diamond decals, black metal chassis, full 
lead wheels, G, slight loss to bottom edge 
of grille
 £60-80
 

297. A CIJ Ref No.2/7/1 Flour & 
Plaster Renault Coal Truck, dark blue 
body, silver grille, ‘Renault’ diamond 
decals, twenty four coal sacks, black 
metal chassis, full lead wheels, F, decals 
worn
 £60-80
 

298. CIJ Ref No.2/9/3 Flour & Plaster 
Renault Fire Engine, red body, silver 
grille, ‘Renault’ diamond decals, six hose 
reels, red metal chassis, lead wheels, 
white tyres, with Ref No.2/9/1 Fire 
Engine, red body, silver grille, ‘Renault’ 
diamond decals, extending ladder, red 
metal chassis, full lead wheels, G-VG, 
2/9/3 with bottom edge of grille broken 
(2)
 £100-150
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299. CIJ Flour & Plaster Models, 
Renault Cattle Truck and three Fire 
Engines, P-G, Cattle Truck with some 
restoration, Fire Engine with extending 
ladder retouched throughout, Hose Reel 
Fire Engine restored and missing ladder, 
remaining Fire Engine appears to be resin 
copy (4)
 £60-80
 

300. CIJ Ref No.2/5 Flour & Plaster 
Renault Nervasport Record Cars, seven 
examples, yellow RN1, red RN2, blue RN3, 
orange RN4, green RN5, dark blue RN11, 
orange, all with full lead wheels, F-VG, 
red and blue both lack one wheel (7)
 £100-150
 

301. CIJ Ref No.2/4 Flour & Plaster 
Renault Nervasport Record Cars, five 
examples, dark blue RN5, mid-blue RN5, 
yellow RN6, cream RN3, cream, all with 
lead wheels, black or white tyres, F-G, 
cream example with remains of some 
yellow overpainting (5)
 £60-80

 
302. A Jouet Citroen Flour & Plaster 
601U-3 Citroen C6 Barrel Truck 1929, 
yellow body, brown barrels, tin radiator, 
black metal chassis, lead wheels, G
 £60-80
 

303. A Jouet Citroen Flour & Plaster 
601-3 Citroen C6 Faux Cabriolet 1929, 
green body, tin radiator, black metal 
chassis, lead wheels, G, some yellow 
marks
 £60-80
 

304. A Jouet Citroen Flour & Plaster 
601-U2 Citroen C6 Tanker 1929, red 
body, tin radiator, black metal chassis, 
lead wheels, G
 £60-80

 
305. A Jouet Citroen Flour & Plaster 
Citroen T23 Tractor & Log Trailer 1936, 
orange Tractor unit, silver grille, black 
metal chassis, lead wheels with rear 
rubber tracks, orange Log Trailer with 
timber load, lead wheels, coloured tyres, 
G
 £60-80
 

306. A Jouet Citroen Flour & Plaster 
Citroen T23 Tractor 1936, dark blue body, 
blue/black metal chassis, lead wheels, 
coloured front tyres, with yellow Wagon 
and Barrel Trailer, F-G, tyres a/f on trailer 
(3)
 £60-80
 

307. JRD (Ex CIJ) Flour & Plaster 
Delahaye 135MS Racing Cars, two 
examples, first brown body, silver driver, 
wood wheels, second blue body, brown 
driver, metal wheels, G (2)
 £60-80
 

308. Jouet Citroen Flour & Plaster 
1931-32 Citroen Rosalie Racing Cars, four 
similar examples, pink, light blue, green 
(2), all with white driver, black grille, 
‘Citroen’ logo to rear and lead wheels, 
F-G (4)
 £100-150
 

309. Jouet Citroen Flour & Plaster 
1933 Citroen Rosalie V Racing Cars, three 
examples, first grey body, white driver, 
lead hubs, white tyres, ‘Citroen’ decal 
to rear, second green body, white driver, 
lead hubs, orange tyres ‘Citroen’ decal 
to rear, third repainted/adapted in dark 
blue, F-G (3)
 £60-80
 

310. Jouet Citroen Flour & Plaster 
1933 Citroen Rosalie IV Racing Cars, five 
similar examples, dark blue, pale green, 
dark green, grey, dull orange, all with 
white drivers and lead wheels, F-G, pale 
green with added driver head (5)
 £100-150
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311. Scarce Jouet Citroen Flour 
& Plaster 1933 Garage Facade, two 
examples, both red with ‘Citroen’ and 
‘Atelier’ on either side, F-G, both lack tin 
canopy’s and bases (2)
 £80-120
 

312. A Jouet Vibro Modele 50 ‘Fete 
Foraine’ Funfair Set, comprising wooden 
base with electric motor, flour and plaster 
plane carousel, boat carousel, dodgems, 
trains and scenery pieces, in original box, 
wooden base G, pieces G-VG
 £100-150
 

313. Jouet Vibro Flour & Plaster 
Miniature Vehicles & Buildings, large 
collection including Vibro Garage (2), 
‘Essence’ Petrol Station (3), House (2), 
Petrol Pump (3), Shrubbery (5), various 
vehicles including Racing Cars, Tank, 
Buses, Lorries and others, with two Jouet 
Pygmee display cards, P-VG, one Garage 
on original card (40+)
 £200-300
 

314. 1920s-30s Autajon et Roustan 
Lead Trucks, including Peugeot 301 Dairy 
Truck, yellow body and wheels, green 
tin back with seven churns, Peugeot 301 
Shortbed Truck, grey body and wheels, tin 
back, and two damaged early Latil Trucks, 
P-F, shortbed lacks tilt (4)
 £30-50
 

Continental Diecast                       
 Lot 315 to Lot 346

315. Mercury Art N.57 Ferrari 
Monza, red body, RN2, off-white interior, 
blue driver, wire wheels, Art N.59 Ferrari 
Silverstone, dark green body, RN18, off-
white interior, red driver, wire wheels, in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes F-G (2)
 £60-80
 

316. Mercury Art N.41 Abarth 1000 
Bialbero, silver body, RN186, black 
interior, silver hubs, Art N.45 Dino Sport 
206, red body, RN186, blue driver, gold 
hubs, in original boxes, VG-E, Abarth with 
some decal loss, boxes F-G (2)
 £60-80
 

317. Metosul Mercedes-Benz 1113 
Covered Transport Trucks, two examples, 
No.26 E.G.T Servico Combinado Coma, 
No.37 EP Exercito Portuguese, in original 
boxes, VG-E, boxes G (2)
 £50-70

 

318. Metosul Mercedes-Benz 1113 
Tankers, three examples, No.28 Sacor, 
No.29 Sonap, No.46 Galp, in original 
boxes, VG-E, boxes F-G (3)
 £60-80
 

319. Metosul Mercedes-Benz 1113 
Tankers, three examples, No.28 Sacor, 
No.29 Sonap, No.46 Galp, in original 
No.28 boxes with model numbers 
removed, VG-E, boxes P-G (3)
 £50-70
 

320. Metosul Volvo P1800, three 
examples, No.18 GNR Brigada De 
Transito, No.17 Sweden Polis, No.11 
Volvo P1800, black body, in original 
boxes, VG-E, No.18 lacks tip of aerial, 
boxes F-G (3)
 £60-80
 

321. Metosul Mercedes-Benz 200, 
three examples, No.27 Commandante 
Militar, No.110 Amsterdam Taxi, No.10 
Portugal Taxi, in original boxes, VG-E, 
boxes F-G, Amsterdam Taxi number 
sticker removed from end flaps (3)
 £60-80
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322. Metosul Volkswagen 1200, four 
examples, No.5 Policia, No.6 GNR Brigada 
De Transito, No.56 Sweden Polis, No.6 
DGTT Policia, in original boxes, VG-E, 
No.56 lacks tip of aerial, boxes F-G (4)
 £80-120
 

323. Metosul No.8 Morris Mini 
Cooper, two examples, black body, white 
roof, grey interior, yellow/green body, 
grey interior, in original boxes, E, boxes 
VG (2)
 £60-80
 

324. Renaults by Metosul No.15 
Renault R16 Taxi Portugal, No.16 Renault 
R16 Aluguer Portugal, No.1 Renault 
Floride, metallic dark grey body, in 
original boxes, E, boxes G-VG (3)
 £60-80
 

325. Citroens by Metosul & Luso 
Toys, Metosul No.20 Citroen DS 19 Taxi 
Portugal, No.2 Citroen DS 19, dark blue 
body, black interior, Luso Toys No.14 
Citroen GS GNR Brigada De Transito, in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes F-G (3)
 £50-70
 

326. Metosul Cars, No.3 Alfa Romeo 
Giulietta Spyder (2), one red body, one 
blue, No.12 Rolls Royce 1907, dark blue 
body, No.58 Peugeot 304 Break J.A.E 
Municipal, in original boxes, VG-E, boxes 
G-VG (4)
 £80-120
 

327. Metosul Leyland Atlantean 
Buses, No.36 Gazcidla, No.33 STCP, No.34 
SMC, No.33 STCP with Sonap advertising, 
in original window boxes, VG-E, boxes P-G 
(4)
 £60-80
 

328. Metosul Leyland Atlantean 
Buses, No.34 SMC with Fina advertising, 
No.35 Transul, in original window boxes, 
No.45 Carris, No.34 SMC with Sacor 
advertising, in standard No.23 boxes, VG-
E, boxes P-F (4)
 £60-80
 

329. Metosul Leyland Atlantean Bus, 
scarce promotional in STCP livery with 
‘Vibrocil Gotas Spray Zyma’ adverting to 
one side, in original box, E, box G-VG
 £50-70
 

330. Metosul Leyland Atlantean 
Buses, No.23 SMC, No.35 Transul, No.?? 
Carris, all 1st type, in original boxes, with 
five empty 1st type boxes, VG-E, Carris 
lacks one headlight, boxes F-G, Carris in 
standard No.23 box (8)
 £60-80
 

331. Metosul Leyland Atlantean 
Buses, eight examples, four in Carris 
livery, two STCP, one Transul and a final 
example in orange/cream with ‘Love Miss 
Selfridge’ advertising on one side, with 
two empty No.44 boxes, VG-E, boxes F-G 
(10)
 £100-150
 

332. Intercars & Pilen Models, 
Intercars Ref.127 Mercedes 350 SL, 
Ref.108 Matra Sport, Pilen M-311 Ford 
Mark II, M-339 Citroen SM, in original 
cases, VG-E, boxes F, three lack original 
fixing screws, Pilen Citroen lacks box label 
(4)
 £60-80
 

333. A Dalia Tekno 829 Lincoln 
Continental, red body and interior, spare 
wheel, cast hubs, in original Dalia-Tekno 
window box, VG, box F, cellophane 
reglued in place
 £100-150
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334. A Scarce Spanish Issue French 
Dinky Toys 559 Ford Taunus, bright 
yellow body, red interior, concave hubs, 
‘Pirelli’ tyres, VG-E
 £200-300
 

335. A Gasquy Tatra T600 Tatraplan, 
dark yellow body, silver trim, detailed 
hubs, original tyres, VG, tyres with some 
flat spots
 £80-120
 

336. A Gasquy 1949 Chevrolet 
Styleline, black body, silver trim, detailed 
hubs, original tyres, G-VG
 £80-120
 

337. A Gasquy 1949 Chevrolet 
Styleline, reddish brown body, silver trim, 
detailed hubs, three original tyres, VG, 
lacks one tyre, other front tyre P
 £60-80
 

338. A Gasquy Ford Tudor, greyish 
blue body, silver trim, detailed hubs, two 
original tyres, F, front tyres replaced, 
front lights painted, some additional red 
spots to lights and bumpers
 £30-50
 

339. A Gasquy Sep-Toy Mercury 
Panel Van, green lower body, yellow 
upper and hubs, silver trim, VG-E
 £30-50
 

340. A Gasquy Sep-Toy Mercury 
Coach, red lower body, dark yellow upper 
and hubs, no trim, G-VG, one tyre split
 £40-60
 

341. Gasquy Sep-Toy Mercury 
Coaches, five examples, all late 
production, assembled and painted at the 
Metosul factory, VG-E (5)
 £60-80
 

342. Gasquy Sep-Toy Mercury 
Coaches, five examples, all late 
production, assembled and painted at the 
Metosul factory, VG-E (5)
 £60-80

 

343. Gasquy Sep-Toy Willys Jeeps, 
five examples, one original in US Army 
colours, three late production, assembled 
and painted at the Metosul factory, one 
bare casting, no axles or wheels, P-VG (5)
 £30-50
 

344. Gasquy Sep-Toy Mercury Panel 
Vans & Saloon Cars, four examples, 
with two Mercury Saloon Cars, all late 
production, assembled and painted at the 
Metosul factory, VG-E (6)
 £60-80
 

345. Gasquy Sep-Toy FN Trucks, 
three original FN Open Trucks (3), blue, 
tan, dark brown, FN Tanker (2), FN Stake 
Truck, late production, assembled and 
painted at the Metosul factory, F-E (6)
 £60-80
 

346. Gasquy Sep-Toy Maserati Racing 
Cars, five examples, four original, light 
blue, brown, green, silver, another silver 
example a later production, assembled 
and painted at the Metosul factory, with 
a repainted Plymouth Saloon, P-VG, green 
example looks to be an older repaint (6)
 £40-60
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Indian Diecast                                  
Lot 347 to Lot 433

347. Maxwell Toys No.508 Jeep, 
four examples, three with engines, one 
military issue with gun, in original boxes, 
VG-E, boxes G-VG (4)
 £40-60
 

348. Maxwell Toys No.502 Road 
Roller, four examples, red, green, yellow 
and teal, in original boxes, VG-E, boxes 
F-VG, one with incorrect colour spot (4)
 £50-70

349. Maxwell Toys No.512 Volvo 
P.1800, four examples, orange, yellow, 
red, green, in original boxes, E, one 
sealed in bag, boxes G-VG, one with 
incorrect colour spot (4)
 £40-60
 

350. Maxwell Toys No.589 James 
Bond 007 Lotus Esprit, Corgi Juniors copy, 
dark red body, ‘007’ decal to bonnet, 
sealed in original bag with original box, E, 
box G-VG
 £60-80
 

351. Maxwell Toys No.589 James 
Bond 007 Lotus Esprit, Corgi Juniors copy, 
beige body, ‘007’ decal to bonnet, sealed 
in original bag with original box, E, box 
G-VG
 £60-80
 

352. Maxwell Toys No.589 James 
Bond 007 Lotus Esprit, Corgi Juniors copy, 
white body, ‘007’ decal to bonnet, sealed 
in original bag with original box, E, box 
G-VG
 £60-80
 

353. Maxwell Toys No.501 Mini 
Tank, three examples, red, bright green, 
military green, in original boxes, VG, 
boxes F-G (3)
 £40-60
 

354. Maxwell Toys No.506 Mercedes 
1100, three examples, red, orange, green, 
in original boxes, E, boxes VG (3)
 £40-60
 

355. Maxwell Toys Lincoln 
Continental, three examples, No.513 
Police, No.514 Fire, No.515 Ambulance, 
in original boxes, E, boxes VG (3)
 £40-60
 

356. Maxwell Toys No.511 Racing 
Mini, three examples, orange, red, green, 
in original boxes, VG-E, green flower 
decal chipped, boxes G (3)
 £40-60
 

357. Maxwell & Milton Toys Mini 
Double Decker Buses, No.517 (3), red 
with green base, red, blue, No.860 Inter 
State Coach, green/light tan, ‘Laker 
Skytrain’ labels, in original boxes, with 
loose No.860 Inter State Coach, G-E, 
boxes F-G (5)
 £60-80
 

358. Maxwell Toys Mini Buses, 
No.528 Setra Bus (4), blue, cream, red, 
metallic red, No.525 Intercity Commuter, 
green, in original boxes, with loose 
No.525 Intercity Commuter, metallic red, 
G-E, both No.525 lack hubs, boxes F-G (6)
 £50-70
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359. Maxwell & Milton Toys ‘Indian 
Oil’ Petrol Tankers, No.565, No.583, 
No.593, No.814, all in red with ‘Indian Oil’ 
decals, in original boxes, G-VG, boxes P-G 
(4)
 £80-120
 

360. Maxwell & Milton Toys ‘HP’ 
Petrol Tankers, No.314, No.563, No.581, 
No.591, all in yellow with ‘HP’ decals, in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes F-G (4)
 £80-120
 

361. Maxwell & Milton Toys ‘Bharat 
Petroleum’ Petrol Tankers, No.597, 
No.603, No.814, all with dark blue cabs, 
yellow tankers, ‘Bharat Petroleum’ decals, 
in original boxes, VG-E, boxes P-F (3)
 £60-80
 

362. Maxwell & Milton Toys ‘HP’ 
Petrol Tankers, No.563, No.581, No.591, 
all in grey with ‘HP’ decals, in original 
boxes, VG-E, boxes F-G (3)
 £60-80
 

363. Maxwell & Milton Toys ‘Caltex’ 
Petrol Tankers, No.595, No.814 (2), all 
dark green with ‘Caltex’ decals, both 
No.814 models differ slightly, one with 
large rear Caltex decal and star decal to 
cab, in original boxes, G-VG, boxes P-F (3)
 £80-120
 

364. Maxwell Toys ‘Esso’ Petrol 
Tankers, No.566 (2), one in red, one in 
grey, both with ‘Esso’ decals, in original 
boxes, VG-E, boxes F-G (2)
 £60-80
 

365. Maxwell & Milton Toys ‘Caltex’ 
Petrol Tankers, No.595, No.814, all red 
with ‘Caltex’ decals, in original boxes, VG, 
boxes P-G (2)
 £50-70
 

366. Maxwell & Milton Toys ‘Burmah 
Shell’ Petrol Tankers, No.568, No.596 
(3), all green cabs, red/yellow tankers, 
‘Burmah-Shell’ decals, two in original 
boxes, VG, 568 with broken coupling, 
boxes G-VG (4)
 £80-120
 

367. Maxwell Toys ‘IBP’ Petrol 
Tankers, No.564, No.582, No.592, all 
cream/white with ‘IBP’ decals, two in 
original boxes, 564 in renumbered 568 
box, VG, boxes P-G (3)
 £60-80
 

368. Maxwell Toys No.604 ‘Assam 
Oil’ Petrol Tanker, red cab and tanker 
with yellow/white/blue ‘Assam Oil’ decal, 
in original box, VG, box F
 £40-60
 

369. Maxwell Toys Jeeps, No.608 
Big Jeep Armoured Car, No.607 Big Jeep 
Police, in original boxes, with two loose 
models, No.606 Big Jeep Fire Service, 
No.550 Jeep and two empty boxes, 
No.608, No.551, VG, 550 fatigue damage 
to bumper, 606 lacks ladder, boxes P-VG 
(6)
 £50-70
 

370. Maxwell Toys No.575 Dump 
Truck, two examples, red cab, silver 
tipper, teal green cab, silver tipper, in 
original boxes, E, boxes G-VG (2)
 £50-70
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371. Maxwell Toys No.536 Circus 
Van, two examples, both light grey cabs, 
metallic blue plastic backs, two Giraffes, 
differing wheels and bases, in original 
boxes, VG-E, boxes G-VG (2)
 £50-70
 

372. Maxwell & Milton Toys Double 
Decker Buses, three examples, light blue 
lower body, white upper, dark green 
lower body, cream upper, teal green 
lower body, light tan upper, in original 
boxes, VG, boxes F-G (3)
 £60-80
 

373. Maxwell & Milton Toys Double 
Decker Buses, three examples, green 
lower body, light brown upper, all red 
body, in original boxes, loose dark green 
lower body, cream upper, G-VG, loose 
example with retouching to roof, boxes 
P-G (3)
 £50-70
 

374. Maxwell Toys Drinks Delivery 
Vans, four examples, all with yellow 
bodies and differing brands, No.578 
Thums Up, No.537 Gold Spot, No.577 
Campa Cola, No.547 Coca-Cola, in original 
boxes, VG, boxes P-VG, 577 and 547 
within 537 boxes with names in pen on 
end flaps (4)
 £60-80
 

375. Maxwell Toys No.538 Brake 
Service Van, two examples, green, light 
blue, No.548 Animal Carrier, green body, 
with four plastic animals, in original 
No.537 boxes, VG-E, boxes VG (3)
 £60-80
 

376. Maxwell Toys No.538 Brake 
Service Van, two examples, green, light 
blue, in original No.537 boxes, loose 
No.548 Animal Carrier, red body with four 
plastic animals, VG-E, boxes VG (3)
 £50-70
 

377. Maxwell Toys No.507 Premier 
President Fiat 1100, three examples, teal 
green, brown, orange, in original boxes, 
VG-E, boxes G-VG (3)
 £60-80
 

378. Maxwell Toys No.523 Premier 
President Fiat 1100 Taxi, black body, 
yellow roof, ‘Taxi’ roof sign, in original 
box, with loose No.507 Premier President 
Fiat 1100, two examples, dark green, 
avocado green, G-E, dark green example 
lacks rear bumper and one headlight, box 
G (3)
 £50-70

 

379. Maxwell Toys No.527 School 
Bus, four examples, light blue (2), green, 
red, in original boxes, VG-E, boxes F-G (4)
 £40-60
 

380. Maxwell Toys Airline Passenger 
Coaches, five examples, No.532 B.O.A.C 
(2), differing versions, No.530 Indian 
Airlines (2), in original boxes, one loose 
Indian Airlines example, G-E, boxes P-F (5)
 £50-70
 

381. Maxwell Toys No.526 Pick-
Up Van, light blue body, ‘Maxwell Toy 
Carrier’ decals, No.533 Ambulance Car, 
white body, ‘UNICEF’ decals, No.524 Mini 
Bus (2), both red, in original boxes, G-VG, 
boxes P-G (4)
 £50-70
 

382. Maxwell & Milton Toys Aircraft, 
No.557 Air India Boeing 747, No.545 
British Airways Boeing, No.539 Lufthansa 
Boeing 747, No.573 Skyhawk, No.541 
Mig, No.818 I.A.C Caravelle S.E 210, in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes P-G (6)
 £60-80
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383. Maxwell & Milton Toys Vintage 
Cars, No.574 1934 Riley MPH (3), red/
white, light blue/white, red, in original 
boxes, with a loose Milton 1911 Ford 
Model T, G-E, Model T lacks roof, boxes 
G-VG (4)
 £40-60
 

384. Maxwell Toys No.562 Impala 
Taxi, three examples, all with yellow 
lower body, black upper body, yellow 
roof, ‘Taxi’ decals and roof sign, all are 
slightly differing versions, in original 
boxes, VG, boxes F-VG (3)
 £60-80
 

385. Maxwell Toys Ambassador 
Mark II, six examples, No.522 Yellow Cab, 
No.510 (3), green, red, metallic maroon, 
No.520 Fire Service, No.521 State Patrol, 
in original boxes, G-E, 522 roof sign 
snapped off but present, boxes P-VG (6)
 £100-150
 

386. Maxwell Toys No.558 Impala, 
five examples, red, teal green, metallic 
red, metallic aqua, in original boxes, loose  
green/white, VG-E, boxes F-VG (5)
 £80-120
 

387. Maxwell Toys Emergency 
Service Impala’s, No.560 Fire Service, 
No.561 Police Patrol, No.559 Highway 
Patrol, in original boxes, loose No.561 
Police Patrol, VG, one 561 with broken 
roof sign, boxes F-VG (4)
 £80-120
 

388. Maxwell & Milton Toys Buses 
& Coaches, Darling Mini Double Decker 
Bus (3), white, red, light tan, No.503 
Greyhound Luxury Coach, light green, 
No.351 Indian Airlines Bus, in original 
boxes, VG-E, boxes P-G (5)
 £40-60
 

389. Maxwell Toys No.590 Ford 
Capri, two examples, teal green, silver, 
No.509 Vauxhall Guildsman, yellow, 
No.516 Hovercraft, metallic red, in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes P-VG (4)
 £50-70
 

390. A Miltan/Milton Mini Auto Toys 
No.834 Commer Coca Cola Van, yellow 
body with plastic bottle load and ‘Coca-
Cola’ signage, black plastic wheels, in 
original box, VG-E, box P-F
 £40-60

 

391. A Milton Mini Auto Cars No.321 
Commer Military Ambulance, dark green 
body, ‘Ambulance’ decals, black plastic 
wheels, in original box, E, box F, all flaps 
at one end tape repaired
 £50-70
 

392. A Milton Mini Auto Cars No.320 
Commer New Model Ambulance, white 
body, red cross decals, black plastic 
wheels, in original box, VG, box F, end flap 
tape repaired
 £40-60
 

393. A Miltan/Milton Mini Auto Cars 
No.832 Commer Fruit Carrier, white cab, 
yellow plastic stake body, black plastic 
wheels, in original box, VG-E, box VG
 £40-60
 

394. A Milton Mini Auto Cars No.825 
Commer Milk Van, blue cab, white back, 
plastic bottle load, black plastic wheels, 
in original box, VG, loss to roof sign decal, 
box G
 £40-60
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395. A Miltan/Milton Mini Auto Cars 
No.824 Commer Open-Truck, grey body, 
‘Signograph’ decals, black plastic wheels, 
in original box, G, box F, some water 
damage
 £50-70
 

396. Milton Mini Auto Cars No.322 
Commer School Bus, red body, ‘School 
Bus’ decals, black plastic wheels, in 
original box, with similar loose example in 
green, G-E, box P-F, lacks inner tab, some 
tape repair (2)
 £60-80
 

397. Milton Mini Auto Cars No.323 
Commer Stake Truck, two examples, 
metallic red, pale blue, both with black 
plastic wheels, in original boxes, G-E, 
boxes F-G (2)
 £50-70
 

398. Milton Mini Auto Cars No.825 
Commer Van, two examples, light blue, 
bright green, both with ‘Milton Toy 
Carrier’ decals, black plastic wheels, VG 
(2)
 £50-70
 

399. Milton Mini Auto Cars Commer 
Circus Van, white cab, red plastic back 
with Circus related decals and ‘Caltex’ 
advertising to ramp, with scarce Milton 
Commer Fire Truck, red body, Helmet and 
Axe decals/labels, both with black plastic 
wheels, F-VG (2)
 £50-70

400. Miltan/Milton Mini Auto 
Cars No.316/816 Luxury Coach, three 
examples, two light tan with red flashes, 
one cream with red flashes, passengers 
to interior, two in original boxes, G-VG, 
boxes P-F, some tape repairs (3)
 £50-70

401. A Milton Mini Auto Cars No.304 
Plymouth Sports Suburban, metallic 
green body, silver trim, black plastic 
wheels, in original box, VG-E, box F
 £50-70
 

402. A Milton Mini Auto Cars No.310 
Studebaker Golden Hawk, pale blue 
body, silver trim, black plastic hubs, in 
original box, VG-E, retouch to wing tips, 
box F
 £50-70
 

403. A Milton Mini Auto Cars No.303 
Chevrolet Impala, turquoise body, silver 
trim, black plastic wheels, in original box, 
E, box P-F, lacks one  inner tab
 £50-70
 

404. A Milton Mini Auto Cars No.305 
Chevrolet State Patrol, black body, ‘State 
Patrol’ decals, black plastic wheels, in 
original box, VG-E, box F
 £50-70
 

405. Milton Mini Auto Cars Chevrolet 
Impala’s, No.308 Chevrolet Police Car, red 
body, ‘Police’ decals, No.303 Chevrolet 
Impala, blue grey body, metallic cerise 
roof, in original boxes, loose No.306 
Chevrolet Impala Taxi, tan body, ‘Taxi’ 
decals, all with black plastic wheels, F-G, 
Police Car and Taxi lack roof signs, Taxi 
also lacks aerial, boxes P-F, some repairs 
(3)
 £50-70
 

406. A Miltan/Milton Auto Cars 
No.815 Refrigeration Truck, orange cab, 
silver trailer, black plastic wheels, in 
original box, with loose No.816 Timber 
Transporter, blue cab, yellow trailer, three 
logs, black plastic wheels, VG, box P-F (2)
 £60-80
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407. A Nicky Toys 295 Standard ‘20’ 
Mini-Bus, silver body, grey interior, plastic 
wheels, in original box, VG-E, box F
 £50-70
 

408. A Nicky Toys 295 Standard 
‘20’ Mini-Bus, green body, grey interior, 
plastic wheels, in original box, VG-E, box F
 £50-70
 

409. A Nicky Toys 295 Standard ‘20’ 
Ambulance, white body, red cross to 
roof and doors, white interior, green rear 
windows, black plastic wheels, in original 
box, VG-E, box F
 £60-80
 

410. A Nicky Toys 195 Jaguar 3.4 
Litre, metallic red body, white interior, 
plastic wheels, in original box, E, box F
 £50-70
 

411. A Nicky Toys 050 Jaguar Police 
Car, red body, white doors and roof, 
‘Police’ labels to doors, white interior, 
plastic wheels, in original box, VG-E, glue 
residue around labels, box F
 £50-70
 

412. A Nicky Toys 186 Mercedes-
Benz 220 SE, metallic blue body, grey 
interior, plastic wheels, in original box, E, 
box P-F
 £50-70
 

413. A Nicky Toys 186 Mercedes-
Benz 220 SE, metallic blue body, grey 
interior, plastic wheels, in original box, E, 
box P-F
 £50-70
 

414. A Nicky Toys 051 Mercedes-
Benz 220 SE Taxi, black body, yellow 
roof, ‘Taxi’ roof sign, grey interior, plastic 
wheels, in original box, E, box F, lacks one 
inner tab
 £60-80
 

415. A Nicky Toys 405 Army Jeep, 
military green body, star decal to bonnet, 
aerial, ‘U.S.Army’ label to bumper, plastic 
wheels, in original box, E, box F
 £80-120
 

416. A Nicky Toys 693 7.2” Howitzer 
Gun, dark military green body and 
wheels, in original box, E, box F, lacks one 
inner tab, some tape repairs
 £40-60
 

417. Nicky Toys Jaguars, 238 Jaguar 
D-Type, metallic green body, RN35, blue 
driver, spun hubs, empty boxes for 195 
Jaguar 3.4 Litre (2), 142 Jaguar Mark X 
Saloon and a partly restored 195 Jaguar 
3.4 Litre, D Type G, some fatigue to nose, 
boxes P-F (5)
 £40-60
 

418. Maxwell Toys For Mattel Mini 
Tractors, No.1001 Ford 3600, No.1002 
Escort 335, in original boxes, VG-E, boxes 
G (2)
 £40-60
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419. Maxwell Toys No.601 Swaraj 
735 Tractors, two versions, green/cream 
and blue/cream, in original plain boxes, 
VG-E, boxes G (2)
 £60-80
 

420. Maxwell Toys Ford & Massey 
Ferguson Tractors, Ford 3600, in 
original gift style box, loose No.549 Ford 
Super Major (3), red, yellow and green 
examples, No.835 Massey Ferguson, G-E, 
box F-G (5)
 £80-120
 

421. Maxwell & Milton Ford 335 
Tractors, three examples, two larger, 
white/red, white/orange, with smaller 
No.856 in white/orange, in original boxes, 
G-E, white/red example with snapped 
exhaust, boxes P-F (3)
 £60-80
 

422. Maxwell Toys No.570 H.M.T 
Zetor Tractors, two examples, both red 
with silver chassis and black exhaust, one 
with silver grille, one with black grille, in 
original boxes, VG-E, boxes F-G (2)
 £50-70
 

423. Maxwell Toys Tractors, 
No.579 Hindustan Heavy Duty Tractor 
(2), differing versions, No.599 Eicher, 
Mahindra International B-275, in original 
boxes, G-E, deep yellow Hindustan lacks 
top of exhaust, boxes P-G (4)
 £100-150
 

424. Nicky Toys Aircraft, 735 Gloster 
Javelin (2), 738 D.H.110 Sea Vixen, 
708 Vickers Viscount 800 B.E.A, 999 
DeHavilland Comet Jet Air Liner B.O.A.C, 
in original boxes, G-E, 708 lacks one prop, 
retouched, boxes P-F (5)
 £60-80
 

425. Maxwell Toys Buses & Coaches, 
No.517 Double Decker (3), green, light 
blue (2), one with ‘Gulf’ advertising, 
No.503 Greyhound Luxury Coach (2), 
green, red, in original boxes, VG-E, boxes 
F-VG (5)
 £60-80
 

426. Maxwell Toys Ambassador Mark 
II, six examples, No.510 (3), green, light 
blue (2), No.520 Fire Service, in original 
boxes, loose No.521 State Patrol, No.556 
Taxi, G-E, boxes P-G (6)
 £80-120

 

427. Nicky Toys, 137 Plymouth Fury 
Convertible, silver, 186 Mercedes-Benz 
220 SE, metallic red, in original boxes, 
with loose 194 Bentley S2, metallic 
red, and two heavily damaged models/
remains, Plymouth Fury, light blue, in 
plain Atamco box, Jaguar Mark X, metallic 
red, P-G, silver Fury with broken wheel, 
Mercedes lacks two hubs, boxes P (5) 
 £60-80
 

428. Maxwell & Milton Miniature 
Diecast, Maxwell No.803 Volkswagen, in 
original box, loose Milton Austin Healey 
Six 100, Mercedes 220, BMW 507 (2) 
and eight Maxwell Flags of the World, 
Volkswagen and Flags G-VG, other 
loose models P-F, fatigue and paint loss 
throughout, box F (13)
 £50-70
 

429. Maxwell & Milton Toys, No.304 
Plymouth Sports Suburban, metallic 
red, No.814 ‘Mobilgas’ Petrol Tanker, 
in original boxes, with loose The Saint’s 
Jaguar, red, ‘Mobilgas’ Petrol Tanker, 
G-VG, boxes P-F, No.304 lacks all flaps (4)
 £60-80
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430. Maxwell & Milton Toys Empty 
Boxes, including No.813 Mercedes Royal 
Mail Truck, No.332 Fruit Carrier, No.595 
Caltex Petrol Tanker, No.522 Yellow Cab 
and others, P-VG, some with pen to end 
flaps, one just a polystyrene box inner 
tray (11)
 £40-60
 

431. Leo Mattel HotWheels 
Collection, 9996 Second Wind (2), 9998 
Neet Streeter, in original boxes, with 
loose 9993 Ford Escort and empty 9996 
Second Wind box, VG-E, boxes F-G (5)
 £50-70
 

432. Leo Mattel HotWheels Premium 
Collection, 3291 Double Deck Bus (4), 
3292 Single Deck Bus (2), 1795 School 
Bus, in original blister packs, E, packaging 
P-F, 1795 opened (7)
 £80-120
 

433. Leo Mattel HotWheels Speed 
Fleet Collection, 7671 Chevy Monza, 
2510 Inside Story (3), 7647 Torino Stocker, 
in original blister packs, E, packaging P-F 
(5)
 £80-120

 
Israeli Diecast                                   

Lot 434 to Lot 465

434. A Gamda Koor Sabra Super Car 
8101/1 Israel Magen David Chevelle 
Ambulance, white body and interior, red 
siren, spun hubs, in original box, E, a few 
small marks, box G
 £80-120
 

435. A Gamda Koor Sabra Super 
Car 8110/1 Israeli President Cadillac 
Eldorado, dark blue body, red interior, 
state of Israel emblem to doors, spun 
hubs, in original box, E, box G, a few 
cracks
 £80-120
 

436. Gamda Koor Sabra Super Car 
Ford Mustangs, 8106/1 Psychedelic Ford 
Mustang, metallic blue body, red interior, 
spun hubs, decals to bonnet, roof and 
boot, 8106 Ford Mustang, red body and 
interior, spun hubs, in original boxes, VG-
E, boxes F-G (2)
 £60-80
 

437. A Gamda Koor Sabra Super Car 
8110 Cadillac Eldorado, pale blue, red 
interior, spun hubs, in original box, E, box 
G
 £50-70
 

438. Gamda Koor Sabra Super Car 
8111 Chrysler Imperial, two examples, 
metallic green body, black interior, spun 
hubs, in original box, white body, black 
interior, spun hubs, E, box G-VG (2)
 £50-70
 

439. A Gamda Koor Sabra Super Car 
8104 Ford G.T, gold body, green doors, 
RN7, white interior, spun hubs, in original 
box, E, box G
 £50-70
 

440. A Gamda Koor Sabra Super Car 
8104 Ford G.T, red body, white doors, 
RN9, white interior, spun hubs, in original 
box with road sign, E, box G
 £50-70
 

441437
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441. A Gamda Koor Sabra Super Car 
8115/1 Israeli Police Chevrolet Impala, 
blue and white body, white interior, red 
roof light, spun hubs, in original box, VG, 
box F, some additional holes punched in 
card
 £60-80
 

442. Gamda Koor Sabra Super Car 
Ford Mustangs, 8106 Ford Mustang, red 
body and interior, spun hubs, in original 
box, loose 8106/1 Psychedelic Ford 
Mustang, red body, red interior, spun 
hubs, decals to bonnet, roof and boot, E, 
box F-G, cardback restuck
 £40-60
 

443. A Gamda Koor Sabra Super Car 
8100/1 U.N Chevelle Station Wagon, 
white body, light blue interior, ‘UN’ 
decals, spun hubs, in original box, VG, 
slight decal loss, box G
 £40-60
 

444. Gamda Koor Sabra Super Car 
8112/1 Hippie’s Dodge Charger, orange 
body, red interior, flower labels, spun 
hubs, 8108 Buick Riviera, dark blue body, 
white interior, spun hubs, in original 
boxes, VG-E, Charger lacks bonnet label, 
boxes G (2)
 £60-80
 

445. Gamda Koor Sabra Super Car 
Plymouth Barracuda’s, 8114 Plymouth 
Barracuda, metallic purple, white interior, 
spun hubs, in original box, 8114/1 
Plymouth Barracuda Army HQ (2), both 
with khaki body, black interior, spun 
hubs, differing numberplates, 304572 and 
392518, F-G, purple example with poorly 
fit baseplate, box F, cracked (3)
 £50-70
 

446. Gamda Koor Sabra Super 
Cars, 8109 Oldsmobile Toronado, two 
examples, brick red body, white interior, 
spun hubs, in original box, mustard body, 
white interior, spun hubs, with 8104 Ford 
G.T, white body, dark blue doors, RN6, 
spun hubs, 8113 Corvair, green body, 
white interior, spun hubs, G-E, box G (4) 
 £60-80
 

447. Cragstan Detroit Seniors, 8107 
Pontiac GTO, rusty red body, white 
interior, spun hubs, 8103 Chevrolet 
Impala, red body, white interior, spun 
hubs, 8101 Chevelle Ambulance, white 
body, red cross decals, white interior, 
spun hubs, in original boxes, VG-E, boxes 
F-G, two cards restuck (3)
 £60-80
 

448. Cragstan Detroit Seniors, 
8100 Chevelle Station Wagon (2), 8115 
Chevrolet Impala Police, in unmarked 
Detroit Senior boxes, loose 8113 Corvair, 
8116 Chevrolet Impala Taxi, F-E, boxes P-F 
(5)
 £80-120
 

449. A Gamda American Buick 
Roadmaster, red/white body, dark grey 
base, spun hubs, numberplate 35-074, VG
 £80-120
 

450. A Gamda Transport Toys Series 
Daimler Conquest, two-tone grey body, 
dark grey base, spun hubs, numberplate 
35-074, in original box, E, box G-VG, slight 
fading
 £150-250
 

451. A Gamda Transport Toys Series 
Daimler Conquest, two-tone grey body, 
dark grey base, cast hubs, numberplate 
35-074, E
 £80-120
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452. A Gamda Transport Toys Series 
Ford Prefect, cream body, grey base, spun 
hubs, numberplate 35-074, in original 
box, E, box VG
 £150-250
 

453. A Gamda Transport Toys Series 
Standard Vanguard Estate, white body, 
base and hubs, G, paint finish fragile, 
some crackling and flaking
 £60-80
 

454. A Gamda Transport Toys Series 
Willys Jeep Estate Police, dark green 
body, white roof, silver plastic horn and 
wheels, numberplate 7512, in original 
box, VG, fatigue blister to rear door, box F, 
one end flap torn 
 £100-150
 

455. A Gamda Transport Toys Series 
Covered Truck, blue body, cream tilt, 
‘Tnuva Dairy Products’ decals, dark grey 
base, spun hubs, in original box, E, box G
 £200-300
 

456. A Gamda Transport Toys Series 
Articulated Tanker, red cab, wheels, base 
and tanker, ‘Delek’ decals, G-VG, one tyre 
split
 £100-150
 

457. A Gamda Transport Toys Series 
Egged Worldmaster Bus, grey/blue 
body, blue base, route 121, numberplate 
39-627, ‘Express’ decal to window, spun 
hubs, in original box, E, would benefit 
from cleaning, box G, no end label
 £200-300
 

458. A Gamda Transport Toys Series 
Egged Worldmaster Bus, grey/blue body, 
grey base, route 121, numberplate 35-
074, plastic hubs, in original box, E, box F
 £200-300

459. A Gamda Transport Toys Series 
Egged Worldmaster Bus, grey/blue body, 
light grey base, route 121, numberplate 
35-074, plastic hubs, in original box, VG-E, 
box F, ‘E1’ in biro to end flap
 £150-250

 

460. A Gamda Transport Toys Series 
El-AL Worldmaster Bus, blue lower body, 
white middle, green roof, ‘EL AL Israel 
Airlines’ decals, silver base, numberplate 
35-074, in original box, paintwork VG, 
base warping, suspension wire from one 
side has been removed, box P-F, end flap 
missing tab
 £100-150
 

461. A Gamda Israel Army Toys 
Series Armoured Car, khaki body and 
hubs, metal base without Gamda, 
numberplate 509168, in original box, E, 
box F-G
 £80-120
 

462. A Gamda Transport Toys Series 
Armoured Car, khaki body, spun hubs, 
plastic base with Sabra, numberplate 
182096, VG
 £50-70
 

463. A Gamda Israel Army Toys 
Series Centurion Tank, khaki body, 
rubber tracks, numberplate 304572, E
 £100-150
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464. A Gamda Israel Army Toys 
Series Open Wagon, khaki body and 
plastic khaki hubs, numberplate 304572, 
G
 £50-70
 

465. An Empty Gamada Transport 
Toys Series Willys Jeep Panel Van Box, 
G-VG
 £30-50

 Tinplate Toys                                    
Lot 466 to Lot 529

466. A CIJ Ref No.5/12 Renault 
Nervasport 28CV 1934 Record Car, large 
tinplate clockwork car, metallic red body, 
silver ‘Renault Nervasport’ lettering, RN1, 
ten hood vents, silver detail and wheels, 
rubber tyres, with electric headlight, 
baseplate and opening side door, approx 
350mm in length, G, no driver, bulb or 
battery, some corrosion to underside
 £150-250
 

467. A CIJ Ref No.5/10 Renault 
Nervasport 28CV 1934 Record Car, large 
tinplate clockwork car, blue body, yellow 
‘Renault Nervasport’ lettering, four hood 
vents, black detail and wheels, rubber 
tyres, approx 350mm in length, G
 £80-120

468. A CIJ Ref No.5/10 Renault 
Nervasport 28CV 1934 Record Car, large 
tinplate clockwork car, green body, black 
‘Renault Nervasport’ lettering, four hood 
vents, black detail and wheels, rubber 
tyres, approx 350mm in length, F-G, 
spring require reaffixing to body
 £60-80
 

469. A CIJ Ref No.5/6 Renault 
Nervasport 28CV 1934 Record Car, 
small tinplate clockwork car, beige body, 
RN15, four hood vents, red detail, yellow 
wheels, rubber tyres, approx 185mm in 
length, G-VG
 £40-60
 

470. A CIJ Ref No.6/10 Renault 
AEMD 1938/39 Autocar, tinplate 
clockwork coach, cream body, pale 
blue fenders, ‘Excursions’ and ‘9636-RJ 
Pullman Renault’ lettering, solid grille, 
silver wheels, VG-E
 £100-150
 

471. A CIJ Ref No.6/10 Renault 
AEMD 1938/39 Autocar, tinplate 
clockwork coach, red body, cream 
fenders, ‘Excursions’ and ‘9636-RJ 
Pullman Renault’ lettering, solid grille, 
yellow wheels, G
 £60-80

 

472. A CIJ Ref No.6/10 Renault AEMD 
1938/39 Autocar, tinplate clockwork 
coach, two-tone blue body, ‘Excursions’ 
and ‘9645-UB Les Cars Renault’ lettering, 
pierced grille, nickel plated wheels, G-VG, 
some corrosion to wheels
 £50-70
 

473. A CIJ Ref No.6/10 Renault AEMD 
1938/39 Autocar, tinplate clockwork 
coach, pale green body, cream roof, ‘610 
CIJ.55’ lettering, solid grille, silver wheels, 
VG-E
 £100-150
 

474. A CIJ Ref No.6/10 Renault AEMD 
1938/39 Autocar, tinplate clockwork 
coach, blue body, white roof, ‘610 CIJ.55’ 
lettering, solid grille, silver wheels, VG-E
 £100-150
 

475. CIJ Ref No.6/10 Renault 
AEMD 1938/39 Autocar, two tinplate 
clockwork coaches, first pale green 
body, green fenders, ‘Excursions’ and 
‘9636-RJ Pullman Renault’ lettering, solid 
grille, yellow wheels, second blue body, 
yellow fenders, ‘Excursions’ and ‘9636-RJ 
Pullman Renault’ lettering, pierced grille, 
yellow wheels, F-G, green example with 
loose front axle, mechanism lacks spring, 
blue example spring broken (2)
 £60-80
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476. CIJ Ref No.6/10 Renault 
AEMD 1938/39 Autocar, two tinplate 
clockwork coaches, first two-tone blue 
body, ‘Excursions’ and ‘9645-UB Les Cars 
Renault’ lettering, pierced grille, nickel 
plated wheels, second pale green body, 
green roof, ‘610 CIJ.55’ lettering, solid 
grille, silver wheels, G, green example 
with broken spring (2)
 £60-80
 

477. A CIJ Ref No.6/11 Saviem SC10 
Paris Autobus, tinplate friction drive bus, 
dark green body, white lining, brown 
interior, ‘83 Pte D’Talie’ destination label 
and yellow decals, VG
 £60-80
 

478. A CIJ Ref No.6/31 Renault 
R4155 7t 120CV 1952/53 Truck, large 
tinplate battery powered truck, grey 
body, black chassis and wheels, ‘G34 A55’ 
reg, opening doors and tailgate, twin rear 
wheels, approx 410mm in length, G, lacks 
fabric tilt and one headlight
 £200-300
 

479. A CIJ Ref No.6/17 Renault 
ZYAE 5 7t 1934/35 Truck, large tinplate 
clockwork truck, blue body, black wheels, 
‘4748-RN6’ reg, opening door and 
tailgate, ‘Camionnage’ to front of cab, 
‘TD’ to wheel arch, approx 420mm in 
length, F, some repainting of corroded 
areas, lacks headlights
 £100-150
 

480. A CIJ Ref No.9/23 Saviem 
JL20 1959 Tipper Truck, large tinplate 
clockwork truck, red cab, blue chassis, 
yellow tipper, black wheels, opening 
doors and tailgate, manual tipper 
mechanism, approx 330mm in length, 
VG-E
 £150-250
 

481. A CIJ Ref No.6/40 Renault R4183 
8 5t 120CV 1952/53 Rocket Launcher, 
large tinplate battery operated truck, 
blue cab and launcher, black chassis and 
wheels,  red/white plastic rocket, yellow 
driver, approx 360mm in length, G, rocket 
damaged, lacks one fin, remote control 
steering wheel damaged
 £150-250
 

482. A CIJ Ref No.5/33 Renault R4155 
7t 120CV 1952/53 Breakdown Truck, 
tinplate clockwork truck, yellow body, 
silver jib and wheels, ‘CIJ Depannage’ 
lettering, VG-E
 £50-70
 

483. A CIJ Ref No.5/34 Renault 
R4155 7t 120CV 1952/53 Tipper Truck 
Trade Box, containing one tinplate 
clockwork truck, with red cab and chassis, 
silver tipper and wheels, manual tipper 
mechanism, VG, box P-F
 £80-120
 

484. A CIJ Ref No.5/35 Renault 
R4155 7t 120CV 1952/53 Open Back 
Truck, tinplate clockwork truck, red cab 
and chassis, silver back and wheels, VG-E
 £40-60
 

485. A CIJ Ref No.5/35 Renault R4155 
7t 120CV 1952/53 Open Back Truck, 
tinplate clockwork truck, light green cab 
and chassis, silver back and wheels, VG-E
 £40-60
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486. A CIJ Ref No.5/35 Renault 
R4155 7t 120CV 1952/53 Open Back 
Truck, tinplate clockwork truck, red cab 
and chassis, silver back and wheels, VG
 £40-60
 

487. CIJ Renault ADTD Open Back 
Trucks, five tinplate clockwork trucks, 
first dark green, black wheels, solid grille, 
second grey, nickel plated wheels, pierced 
grille, third turquoise green, solid grille, 
yellow wheels, ‘Renault’ lettering, fourth 
and fifth blue, solid grille, yellow wheels, 
‘Renault’ lettering, with one original Ref 
No.5/37 box, P-G, clockwork at fault on 
both green examples and one blue, box P 
(5)
 £100-150
 

488. CIJ Ref No.5/39 Renault 
Juvaquartre 1939/40, three tinplate 
clockwork cars, first red with silver 
wheels, second light grey with silver 
wheels, third pale blue with yellow 
wheels, all with ‘Juvaquatre’ to rear, G-VG 
(3)
 £60-80

489. CIJ Ref No.5/39 Renault 
Juvaquartre 1939/40, four tinplate 
clockwork cars, first red with yellow 
wheels, second pale blue with yellow 
wheels, third dark blue with nickel 
plated wheels, all with ‘Juvaquatre’ 
to rear, fourth pale blue with nickel 
plated wheels, ‘Renault’ to rear, F-G, 
red and pale blue/yellow wheels with 
mechanisms at fault (4)
 £60-80
 

490. A CIJ Ref No.5/49 Renault 4CV 
Commerciale 1949, tinplate clockwork 
Fire Service van, red body, ‘Sapeurs 
Pompiers’ decals, yellow wheels, F-G, 
some old retouching and restoration
 £80-120
 

491. A CIJ Ref No.5/48 Renault 4CV, 
tinplate clockwork car, red body, painted 
six bar grille, ‘Renault’ rear decal, yellow 
wheels, ‘7719-RQ’ reg, F-G
 £50-70
 

492. A CIJ Ref No.5/48 Renault 4CV, 
tinplate clockwork car, pale green body, 
painted six bar grille, ‘Renault’ rear decal, 
light yellow wheels, ‘7719-RQ’ reg, 4CV 
decal, F-G, two baseplate clips broken
 £50-70

 

493. A CIJ Ref No.5/48 Renault 4CV, 
tinplate clockwork car, straw yellow body, 
painted six bar grille, 4CV decal, red 
wheels, F
 £50-70
 

494. A CIJ Ref No.5/48 Renault 4CV 
Police Car, tinplate friction drive car, 
black/white body, ‘Police’ decals, chrome 
plated hubs, roof aerial, G-VG
 £50-70
 

495. A CIJ Ref No.5/55 Renault 
Fregate Amiral 1955, large tinplate 
battery operated car, metallic red body, 
oval grille, electric headlights, ‘Fregate’ 
monogram, ‘5-52-4 C.I.J’ reg, opening 
door, approx 315mm in length, G, some 
corrosion to battery compartment, one 
wheel hub replaced, glue residue to rear 
seats
 £100-200
 

496. A CIJ Ref No.5/52 Renault 
Fregate 1951, large tinplate clockwork 
car, grey body, three bar grille, electric 
headlights, ‘Fregate’ monogram, ‘5513 
C.I.J’ reg, opening door, without rear 
seats, approx 315mm in length, G, some 
corrosion to battery compartment and 
wear to bonnet
 £100-200
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497. A CIJ Renault Vivasport 
Cabriolet, large tinplate clockwork car, 
blue body, dark yellow interior, plated 
grille, ‘Viva Sport’ rear badge, cream 
wheels, approx 300mm in length, F, 
steering rack repainted, wheels appear 
repainted, two tyres replaced
 £150-250
 

498. A CIJ Renault Vivasport 
Cabriolet, large tinplate clockwork car, 
blue body, dark blue interior, plated 
grille, blue wheels, approx 330mm in 
length, with three reproduction figures, 
F, appears to be an old restoration, 
clockwork motor lacks spring and main 
cogs
 £100-150
 

499. A CIJ Ref No.37/1 Alfa Romeo 
P2 Racing Car 1927, large tinplate 
clockwork racing car, red body, RN2, 
cloverleaf motif, spoked wheels 
with drum brakes, ‘Excelsior’ shock 
absorbers, starting handle, smooth 
tyres, approx 530mm in length, with key 
and reproduction driver, G, small areas 
of retouching throughout, significant 
repainting around front suspension, front 
cap lacks handle
 £800-1200
 

500. A CIJ Ref No.5/67 Renault 
Dauphine Police Car, tinplate friction 
drive car, black/white body, ‘Police’ 
decals, white plastic wheels, electric roof 
light, in original box with inner packing 
ring and leaflet, E, box G
 £80-120
 

501. A CIJ Ref No.8/51 Renault R3041 
Tractor 1951, large tinplate clockwork 
Tractor, orange body, ‘Renault’ decals,  
silver trim, approx 195mm in length, G
 £100-150
 

502. CIJ Ref No.10/39 Renault ZPDF 
1938 Fire Engine, two tinplate clockwork 
fire engines, both red body, ‘Premier 
Secours’, ‘DP’, ‘Renault’ lettering, solid 
grille, red wheels, slightly differing 
versions, one with rear hose mount, 
differing ladder types, F-G, one lacks 
fireman figure (2)
 £60-80

 

503. A CIJ Ref No.5/8 Renault 
Celtaquatre, tinplate clockwork car, blue 
body, four horizontal vents, black chassis 
and wheels, solid grille, ‘Celta 4’ diamond 
decal to rear, with Ref No.14/10 Garage, 
wood and tin construction, white with 
blue detail, red roof, blue tinplate doors, 
car F, garage G, lacks roof sign (2)
 £50-70
 

504. CIJ Ref No.3/1 Renault Viva 
Grandsport, tinplate clockwork car, red 
body, silver wheels, black baseplate, 
‘Jouets Renault’ paper label, ‘Grand 
Sports’ diamond decal to rear, with Ref 
No.5/7 Caravan, grey body, red trim, G (2)
 £40-60
 

505. CIJ Tinplate Battery-Operated 
Traffic Lights, Ref No.16/53 three colour 
signal, Ref No.16/54 flashing light, in 
original boxes, with loose No.16/53 (2), 
No.16/54, F-E, boxes P-F (5)
 £50-70
 

506. Two CIJ? Tinplate Clockwork 
Seals, one orange, one blue, both with 
rubber front flippers, ‘Made In France’ 
stamped on motors, F-G, both lack 
whiskers, blue mechanism at fault (2)
 £50-70
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507. A CIJ Ref No.18/25 Funicular 
Railway, comprising two wooden stations 
with tin roofs, wooden ramp, two blue 
tinplate cars and four balls, in original 
box, G-VG, box F
 £60-80
 

508. A Technofix No.310 Zebra 
Crossing Tinplate Clockwork Toy, 
comprising colourful city street scene 
base, two cars, two road signs and 
original key, in original box, VG, box F
 £60-80
 

509. A Technofix No.298 Highway 
Viaduct Tinplate Clockwork Toy, 
comprising colourful highway scene 
base, three cars, one blue, two green, in 
original box, VG, box F, some repair
 £40-60
 

510. A Technofix No.290 Toboggan 
Tinplate Clockwork Toy, comprising 
colourful elevated track, two cars, in 
original box with warning leaflet, G-VG, 
box F-G
 £60-80
 

511. A Technofix No.295 Traffic 
Control Tinplate Clockwork Toy, 
comprising colourful city to country scene 
base, one car, two coaches, eight road 
signs and original key, in original box with 
inner packing, G-VG, one coach F-G, one 
sign broken, box F, some repair
 £40-60
 

512. A Technofix No.299 Quick 
Service Filling Station Tinplate Clockwork 
Toy, comprising colourful city scene base, 
two cars, one green, one red, one road 
sign and original key, in original box, 
G-VG, box P-F
 £50-70
 

513. A Technofix No.297 Automatic 
Loader Tinplate Clockwork Toy, 
comprising fold out colourful train track 
base, Diesel Shunter (fixed key) with 
Wagon and pipe load, in original box, VG-
E, box F
 £40-60
 

514. A Technofix No.275 Shunting 
Railway Tinplate Clockwork Toy, 
comprising colourful railway station scene 
base, tank locomotive (fixed key) and box 
van, in original box, VG-E, box G
 £40-60
 

515. A Technofix No.306 Mystery 
Station Tinplate Clockwork Toy, 
comprising colourful railway station scene 
base, railcar and original key, in original 
box, VG, box F
 £40-60
 

516. A Technofix No.300 Alpine 
Express Tinplate Clockwork Toy, 
comprising colourful elevated alpine 
railway base, two railcars, one red/yellow, 
one blue/red and original key, in original 
box, G-VG, box P
 £40-60
 

517. A Technofix No.266 Auto 
Elevator Tinplate Clockwork Toy, with red 
and green cars, fixed key mechanism, in 
original box, G-VG, box F
 £40-60
 

518. Technofix No.324 Mini Golf, 
comprising colourful six hole course, two 
golfers, three balls and scoresheets, with 
305 Europa Cup, tinplate football game 
with all players and ball, in original boxes, 
VG, one golf club broken, boxes P-F (2)
 £40-60
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519. A 1950s USSR Tinplate 
Clockwork Toboggan Run Toy, detailed 
tinprinted toy with scenes of children 
playing in the snow, complete with two 
toboggans and key, G
 £40-60
 

520. A 1930s Marx Toys Tinplate 
Clockwork Busy Bridge, tinplate 
suspension bridge with fixed key 
mechanism, six vehicles clipped to string 
on the underside, Main St and Main St 
Terminal buildings at either end, Police 
Stop/Go central reservation, F, would 
benefit from cleaning, one side with 
significant corrosion to one strut
 £60-80
 

521. Haji (Japan) Tinplate & Plastic 
Battery-Operated Boeing 747 Jumbo Jet, 
Empress Of Asia’, in CP Air livery, with a 
Chinese QSH tinplate and plastic battery-
operated Jet Airliner ME 087, in original 
boxes, VG-E, boxes F (2)
 £40-60
 

522. AMB Marchesini Tinplate 
Vehicles, approx 1:45 scale, 415 
Ford Fordor Police, 406 Pick-Up, 414 
Studebaker Commander, 410 Ford Fordor, 
408 Ambulance, 402 ‘Mignon’ Van, F-VG, 
402 with repaired wheel (6)
 £50-70
 

523. AMB Marchesini Tinplate 
Friction Drive Cars, approx 1:40 scale, 
545-1 Ford Fordor (3), one pale blue, two 
light grey, 545-2 Ford Station Wagon (2), 
first green body, grey roof, second green 
body, white roof, G-VG (5)
 £60-80
 

524. AMB Marchesini Tinplate 
Commercial Vehicles, approx 1:43 scale, 
530-3 Breakdown Truck, cream, 530-
6 ‘Mobiloil’ Tanker, green, 530 Truck, 
orange, all with ‘A.M.B Italy’ white plastic 
wheels, G-VG, 530 lacks accessories (3)
 £50-70
 

525. Italian Tinplate Clockwork 
Commercial Vehicles, including Alemanni 
Open Truck, maroon body, cream bed 
interior, ‘F.A.B Alemanni’ wheels, AMB 
Marchesini 530-8 Animal Transporter, 
blue, one brown plastic cow, 530-5 
Cement Truck, red, 530 Truck, red, G, 
cement truck with parts missing, animal 
transporter lacks three animals, 530 lacks 
any accessories (4)
 £50-70
 

526. AMB Marchesini Tinplate 
Commercial Vehicles, approx 1:43 scale, 
530-1 Fire Truck, grey, 530-2 Crane Truck, 
red, Ambulance, white, red cross decals, 
friction drive Ford Van?, red, F-VG, 
Ambulance hubs with some degradation 
(4)
 £50-70

 

527. Dibro Tinplate Toys, including 
tinplate friction drive Tanks (25), Bumper 
Cars (3), Lulu, Joey and No.9, Fire Chief 
(2), differing sizes, Police Car, Austin 
Devon, P-G, some tanks with replaced 
flag stickers (30+)
 £50-70

 

528. Tinplate Toys, including Kay 
Midget Race Track, with two cars, one 
boxed (2), Glam Toy Products Ambulance, 
Taxi, IXL Sunbeam Talbot Saloon, Timpo 
Toys Race Car (2) and others, F-G, boxes 
P-F (17)
 £50-70
 

529. JEP Tinplate Delage Racing Car, 
blue body, red lining, RN7, lead driver 
head, with Jouet Citroen Petit Rosalie 
tinplate Racing Car, yellow body, black 
detail, lead driver head, Swan decal to 
rear, lead wheels and a flour and plaster 
Racing Car, F-G (3)
 £50-70
 

Toys & Collectables                        

 Lot 530 to Lot 562

530. Timpo Plastic Gyro Toys, 
Transport Truck (2), Brick Truck (2), ‘Atom 
Load’ Truck (2), ‘Timpo Export’ Truck (2), 
Wagon (2), Esso Petrol Tanker, Timpo 
Tanker, F-G, blue Brick Truck lacks one 
wheel, Timpo Tanker wheels differ, some 
motors require attention, some with 
warping (12)
 £60-80
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531. Elmont Plastic Gyro Toys, 
Overhead Repair Truck, Elmont Petrol 
Tanker, Esso Petrol Tanker, Sand-Ballast 
Tipper Truck, Barrel Lorry, Wagon, F-G, 
Tipper lacks tailgate, some motors require 
attention, some with warping (6)
 £50-70
 

532. Elmont Plastic Gyro Toys, 
Tank, Elmont Tanker, Shell Petrol Tanker, 
Wagon, Cable Drum Lorry, ‘Atom Load’ 
Truck, Brick Truck, F-G, tank barrel 
cracked, Shell lacks one wheel, brick truck 
wheels could be replacements, some 
motors require attention, some with 
warping (7)
 £50-70
 

533. Elmont Plastic Gyro Toys, Cable 
Drum Lorry (3), Compressor Truck (2), 
Cement Mixer, Road Transport Truck, 
Fire Engine, Articulated Truck, Trailer, 
P-G, many with damage or missing parts, 
some motors require attention, some 
with warping (10)
 £50-70
 

534. Sacul Plastic Flywheelers, Esso 
Petrol Tanker, Stake Truck (3), P-G, white 
Stake Truck lacks surround, some motors 
require attention (4)
 £40-60
 

535. Timpo Plastic Gyro Toys, Saloon 
Car (7), Coupe (6), all differing colours, 
Ambulance, Fire Service Van, Police Van, 
Van, F-G, some with loose bases and 
motors requiring attention (17)
 £80-120
 

536. Penguin Series 4 Plastic Rubber 
Band Drive Ford V8 Tudor Sedan, four 
examples, red, cream, dark green, mid-
green, in original boxes, G-VG, boxes F-G 
(4)
 £80-120
 

537. Penguin Series 4 Plastic 
Rubber Band Drive Armstrong-Siddeley 
Hurricane, three examples, red, blue, 
sea green, in original boxes, G-VG, some 
warping, blue example lacks one rear lug, 
boxes F-G (3)
 £50-70
 

538. Penguin Series 4 Plastic Rubber 
Band Drive Riley Saloon, three examples, 
cream, red, dark blue, in original boxes, 
G-VG, boxes F-G (3)
 £50-70
 

539. Penguin Series 4 Plastic Rubber 
Band Drive Jowett Javelin Saloon, three 
examples, green, in original box, loose 
white, blue, G-VG, loose examples lack 
rear lugs, box F-G (3)
 £30-50
 

540. Penguin Series 4 Plastic Rubber 
Band Drive Racer, four examples, yellow, 
red, RN4, pastel green, dark blue, RN1, in 
original boxes, G-VG, boxes F-VG (4)
 £60-80
 

541. Penguin Series 4 Plastic Rubber 
Band Drive Racer, four examples, yellow, 
RN2, red, green, RN1, dark blue, in 
original boxes, G-VG, dark blue would 
benefit from cleaning, boxes F-VG (4)
 £60-80
 

542. Penguin Series 4 Plastic Rubber 
Band Drive Racer, four examples, yellow, 
RN1, red, pale blue, RN8, dark red, RN2, 
in original boxes, G-VG, light blue with 
some glue residue, boxes G-VG (4)
 £60-80
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543. Penguin Series 4 Plastic Rubber 
Band Drive Racer, four examples, yellow, 
dark red, RN6, blue, RN1, pale red, in 
original boxes, F-VG, boxes G-VG (4)
 £60-80
 

544. Palitoy Plastic Miniature 
Clockwork Ford Car Trade Box, containing 
four examples, all blue body, red wheels, 
three in original boxes, G-VG, three of the 
four have minor damage where motor 
mounts to base, boxes F-G, trade box F
 £50-70
 

545. Palitoy Plastic Miniature 
Rubber Band Drive Jaguar SS Trade Box, 
containing eleven examples, red (6), 
yellow (5), in original boxes with one 
empty box, red examples G-VG, some 
minor warping, yellow examples P-F, all 
with significant warping, boxes F-VG, 
trade box F
 £50-70
 

546. Palitoy Plastic Miniature 
Bedford Vans, thirteen examples, band 
driven (3), clockwork (3), freewheeling 
(4), freewheeling with battery powered 
light (3), one in original box, F-VG, box F 
(13)
 £80-120

 

547. Palitoy Plastic Miniature 
Vehicles, Helicopter (2), clockwork Coach 
(2), clockwork Jaguar SS, freewheeling 
Coach (2), in original boxes, loose 
clockwork Ford, freewheeling Ford (3), 
clockwork Tipper Truck, freewheeling 
Articulated Flatbed, F-VG, boxes P-G (13)
 £60-80
 

548. Palitoy Plastic Aircraft, 
Flying Boat (2), Lockheed Bomber (6), 
Wellington Bomber (4), Spitfire (3), 
Defiant Fighter, P-G, some warped, a few 
lack props (16)
 £30-50
 

549. Marx Toys (Hong Kong) 
Disneykins & Fairykins Miniatures, 
including Cinderella Play Set, Pinocchio 
TV Scene, Dumbo, Pluto, Donald Duck, 
Goofy, Dopey, Monty, Sneezy, Sleepy, 
Bashful, Doc, Happy, Minnie Mouse,  Jack 
& Jill TV Scene, Simple Simon TV Scene, in 
original boxes, with two loose figures and 
six empty boxes, F-E, boxes P-G (20+)
 £60-80
 

550. Robertson’s Golly Figurines, 
including fifty band figures, twelve 
footballers and one Lollipop Man, 
majority are hand painted pottery, some 
later ceramic examples and a few plastic, 
F-G (63)
 £100-150
 

551. 60+ Smurf Figures by Schleich 
& Other Makers, including Super Discus 
Thrower, in original box, loose Papa 
Smurf, Shiver Smurf, Mechanic Smurf, 
Watchman Smurf, Hiker Smurf, Golfer 
Smurf, Cricket Smurf and any others, with 
some parts from the Garden Gate set and 
Fence set, F-VG (60+)
 £80-120
 

552. Marbles, quantity of marbles 
including some early examples, multi-
coloured Joseph’s Coat, blue/white 
Onionskin and others, with a glass Czech 
32 sided Fortune Telling die, P-G (400+)
 £100-150
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553. Hong Kong Plastic Toys, 
including 7989 M.G Midget Sports Car 
(2), Blue-Box Farm Set 7222A, with a 
large quantity of Matchbox style vehicles 
by Blue-Box (3), Blue-Bow (11), TLC (2), 
National Toys and others, in original 
boxes, G-E, boxes F-VG (70+)
 £60-80
 

554. Beeju EVB & Other Plastic 
Vehicles, including Beeju Fire Engine, Milk 
Truck, Tow Truck, Tipper Truck, Coach (3), 
Double Decker Bus (2), and others by CIJ, 
Penguin, Hong Kong makers and a set of 
six 1960s Kelloggs cereal premium British 
Sports Cars, P-VG (50+)
 £40-60
 

555. Timpo Toys Aerodrome & 
Aircraft, 1940s wooden Aerodrome 
in camouflage finish with paper sign 
and ‘Timpo Toys’ triangle label, twenty 
two composition aircraft, four diecast 
aircraft and a boxed Timpo Penknife 
Models Hawker Hurricane kit, F-VG, kit 
unchecked for completeness, box F (28)
 £50-70
 

556. Palitoy For Ever Ready Battery 
Operated Austin A70 Hampshire Motor 
Car, c.1950, with pre-set steering, red 
body, metal windows, white wheels, 
plated ‘AUS70’ bumpers, in original 
service station box, with similar loose 
example in white with red wheels, G-VG, 
box P-F (2)
 £40-60
 

557. A CIJ Europarc Ref No.5/63 
Amphibious Car, battery operated 
1960s plastic toy, blue/white body, silver 
hubs, white tyres, red removable seats 
revealing internal motor, in original box, 
VG, box F
 £60-80
 

558. A Tri-ang Minic Push & Go 
No.3133 Riley Pathfinder Police Car, 
maroon plastic body, tin radiator and 
bumpers, removable roof speaker, two 
seated lead Policemen on wooden bench, 
diecast hubs, in original box, VG-E, box F
 £50-70
 

559. Tri-ang Minic Tinplate & Plastic 
Vehicles, including tinplate clockwork 
33M Steam Roller, 15M Petrol Tanker, 
78M American Jeep, plastic clockwork 
104M Standard Vanguard, 98M Austin 
A40 Saloon and an unpowered plastic 
Ford Tudor with push button in rear 
window, possibly from the Minic 3153 
Maintenance Presentation Set, F-VG (6)
 £60-80
 

560. Plastic Toys, including Timpo 
Toys Tortoise, Jouef Panamericaine 
clockwork car, Woggle the Walking Horse, 
Palitoy Revojet, in original boxes, loose 
Dibro Motorcycle & Rider (2), Woggle the 
Walking Horse and other items, F-VG, 
boxes P-F (10)
 £60-80
 

561. Dibro Toys, including two Super 
Badges shop display cards, first with six 
badges, second with eight badges, with 
four loose badges including Everton FA 
Cup and three pocket watches, F-VG, 
display cards P (qty) 
 £30-50
 

562. A Jouet Vibro ‘La Piste Magique’ 
Racing Set, comprising wooden base 
with tinplate ‘Esso Service’ station hiding 
electric motor, flour and plaster petrol 
pump and four plastic cars, in original 
box, VG, box P-F
 £40-60
 

END OF AUCTION
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ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website  

  

Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting upon his authority. In 
these Terms of Sale the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. English Law shall govern 
all transactions associated with this sale.  

Conditions of Sale   

Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon their own risk. They shall 
have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused.  

Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any requested proof of identity and 
billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place before entering the auction room 
to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You are responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If 
you bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot 
and satisfied yourself regarding its condition and authenticity.   The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 20% 
of the Hammer Price if bidding in the room; telephone bidding or leaving a commission bid directly with SAS; and for all bidding online via SAS LIVE; 
and a premium of 25% will be charged for all bidding online via the-saleroom.com c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; 
and d) any VAT due.  

VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge  VAT at the current 
rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that VAT is payable by the buyer on the 
hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%). This imposition of 
VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin Scheme or because 
VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union. [These lots are 
liable to the standard rate of VAT (currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the hammer price 
and buyer’s premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on the hammer 
price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is not recoverable as input 
tax.   

Payment:  Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash (maximum £10,000) or 
bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone, online and commission bidders via email or post. 
Your items can be made ready for collection by appointment only. This also applies for courier collection. We are unable to offer in house postage yet 
in Dudley but recommend That’s your lot based locally in Wombourne on 01902 75212 or info@thats-your-lot.co.uk. We also reserve the right to ask 
the buyer to complete a disclaimer regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay for and 
personally collect or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days following 
the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time period, you 
will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot.  Warranties: The Seller warrants to us and to you 
that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller is able to transfer 
good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main characteristics of the 
Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at the auction) are correct. 
If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please notify us in writing. Neither 
we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the 
information provided by the Seller except as set out below.   

Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are not 
liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). Weights and measurements 
given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any independent 
consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any 
failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot. Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age, 
provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably held 
and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in perfect 
condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of 
second hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or in any 
saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We will give indications of provenance where stated by 
sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed materials 
and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.  
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